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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

COMPARISON OF THE PFACT ON PILOING PERFORMANCES OF
EXTREME WIND FORCES UNDER VARIALE CO iTIONS OF SlP CLASS

AND STADILITY, CHANEL WIDTH AND CHANNEL BANK FORCES

1.0 BACKGROUND this series of questions which formed
the basis for the investigation

A portion of the Maritime Research reported herein, a part of the CAORF
Program conducted at CAORF since Ship Maneuverability Research Area
1977 has been concerned with vessel studies.
transiting of harbors and narrow
waterways. The work has been ac- The study examined the ship handling
complished using the full capabilities performance of pilots transiting a nar-
of the CAORF Ship Maneuvering Sim- row waterway under severe wind con-
ulator. It is within this area that the ditions. The specific objectives of the
questions of- "how" a pilot or ship experiment were to:
handler perceives and accomplishes his
tasks in restricted waterways and o Determine the changes in ship
"what" aids assist in the assessment handling performance for a re-
and accomplishment of the tasks have presentative group of experi-
been addressed. enced pilots under several

extreme wind conditions.
Numerous papers in recent ship hydro-
dynamics literature have discussed o Determine if this performance is
problems regarding ship stability and dependent upon inherent wind-
transiting under heavy wind condi- induced ship instabilities.
tions. Off-line fast-time computer
studies at CAORF have shown that o Determine if this performance is
different ships are subject to varying dependent upon the class of
levels of instability which are depen- vessels involved.
dent on both the magnitude of wind
velocity (compared with ship's speed) o Determine if the performance is
and the direction of the wind (relative dependent upon the channel
to ship's bow). The effects of this
basic ship instability due to wind have o Determine if performance is
been shown to lessen when an auto- affected by the inclusion of real-
pilot is used to steer the vessel. How istic bank effects.
well, though, does the human com-
pensate for this ship characteristic? o Determine if performance is
Is pilot control performance related to affected by the background/
the varying levels of stability or are experience of the pilots.
other ship or channel characteristics
more pertinent to ship-handling per-
formance? Also, what is the quan- 2.0 EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION
tification of the variability of piloted
controllability across the wide back- The experiment compared ship-han-
ground and experience of pilots? It is dling performance in a narrow channel
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tuit three ship UOK DT gd , 261 1 1r n

S0K DWT taider, and 123K m- LNG
carrier), tlwe ~idi magnitudes (*0% The s~arkmt dd was swtowed

0, ald 6 knotsh and two windeo. around O" prl 6- ft
tions (port and starboard). Paragrap 0iable
3.1 contains a description of the
channel that was used. A) Ship Type.

I. 123,00 m3 LNG carier
Eighteen experienced ilots drawn 2.2. 80,00wtmr
from piloting organizations thtroghout 3. 301000 DWT tudur
the country were used for the basic
experiment. Each mariner piloted a B) Wind-Ship Speed Ratio
single ship similar to the clan of 1. I
vessel that he had previously experi- L 101
enced in his "real-world" background. 3. INI
Experimental data were obtained and
examined for a total of six runs for C) Wid Sie
each pilot.1 Prt

A channel width variable was also de- 2. Starboard
signed into the experiment. An 800-
foot channel was selected for the Thes vriables were combined in a
major portion of the test run scenario, completely factorial, mied design
but a 600-foot segment was included arrangement. in the tmd design
as the last segment of each run for model each of the 18 sibjects was
comparison with the first segment. observed under only one of the three
The conditions of segment I (first levels of the t variable
major segment) were identical with A (Ship Type) and under each of the
those of segment 5 (last segment) six conditions of variables B (Wind
except for channel width. Therefore, Ratio) and C (Wind Side).
the effects of channel width on dem-
onstrated performance were also in- A total of 103 runs comprised the
vestigated. main experiment. The sequence for

testing Ship Type was an alternating
Another variable designed into the one within each level of Ship Type; the
experiment concerned bank effects. order for testing Wind Ratio was coun-
The main portion of the experiment terbalanced with Wind Side alternating
was conducted in a passage through a on each successive run.
channel with vertical banks. The
effects of these banks were then Two supplemental sub-experiments
assessed by means of an additional were conducted as part of the overall
grouping of six pilots who used a single investigation. In the first, Ship Type
vessel class (80,000 DWT tanker) and a was constant, utilizing only the 80,000
similar channel. The channel used DWT tanker, while Bank Effects (Vari-
with this second grouping of six pilots able F), Wind Ratio (Variable B) and
was identical to that used n the main Wind Side (Variable C) were experi-

" experiment except that the channel's mental variables. The experimental
bank effects were removed. This design for this study was a three-
second assessment is referred to as factor mixed design with Bank Effects
the bank/no bank comparison in this as the between-groups variable and
report. with Wind Ratio and Wind Side as

S,.ES-
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wltdnas~etsvariables. Seveatyj- tions for~ Robe"ht (Vorimbl
two rum caapied tis ssab.esuprl- F), ind Ratio Owa~le A) Wind
meat with half in each buds efiect Side (1vat$a0, )t ll05

I amitims No attempt was mad I*1dMS 6 busra"tian of Awbe
counter balance the bak effects factors There was redundancy In
factor since the six subjects partii- this ANOVA model ad the
path* In the no bud. condition were "Main AnalyslV' for the Wind
run in an unstructured ruidas amer. Ratio and Wind Side factom

The Bank Effects factor and Its
In the second sub-experiment, Pilot Interactions were the primary
Experience Group (Variable E), Wind comnm of the nlysis, referred
Ratio (Variable ) and Wind Side (Vari- to as the 93udk-Ho Bank
able C) were experimental variables Analyses."
while Ship Type was equally repre-
sented for both Experience Groups
and, therefore, not treated as an 0 A comparison of ship control
experimental variable. The experl- performance In two sections of
ment design for this study war also a the test channel, Sections 1 and
three-factor mixed design with the 5, form the basis of a "Chmnnel
Pilot Experience Group as the Width Analyses.W  The ANOVA
between-stoups factor and with Wind model used in these analyses
Ratio and Wind Side as within-subjects enabled significance determina-
variables. Since this sub-experiment tions for hmel Width (Vari-
used data from the main experiment able 0) and all possible interac-
no additional counterbalancing of run tions of this factor with Ship
sequence was necessary. Type (Variable A), Wind Ratio

(Variable B) and Wind Side (Var-
Data analyses of the performance able C).
measures that are discussed In this
report utilized the analyses of vari-
ance (ANOVA) technique. 0 A set of comparisons were con-

ducted to evaluate "Pilot Experi-
Five different ANOVA models were ence Group" (Variable E) and its
used for data analyses purposes in this interactive effects with Wind
.investigation: Ratio (Variable B) and Wind Side

(Variable C).

0 The first ANOVA model enabled
significance determinations for o The final ANOVA model used in
effects of Ship Type (Variable this investigation enabled a
A), Wind Ratio (Variable B), direct comparison to be drawn
Wind Side (Variable C) and all between ship control perform-
possible interactions of these ance in two test channel sections
factors. These are the primary constituting a set of "Rudder
variables examined in the study Effect Analyses," as well as
and therefore this can be con- tests of the Interactive effects
sidered the "Main Analyses." of this factor with Ship Type

(Variable A), Wind Ratio
o The second ANOVA model (Variable B) and Wind Side

enabled significance determina- (Variable C).
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2.2 s~-w ru uale wu ere aI ~ airwo
Seven performance measures were --we did . iS r
assessed via the A of Variance trgs .ihi d u ch La Vs to
in this Experiment: a sgment ( as

1) Absolute Magnitude Off-Track Lo I Seg _
deviation 2 -

2) "Factored" Off-Track deviation Leg 3 - Seg 3
3) Consistency Leg 3 - Seg 3
4) Boundary Penetrations Leg - SeS
5) Ship Speed
6) Rudder Angle The depth of water to ship draft ratio
7) Zero Rudder Crossings throughout the usable portion of the

In all cases the measures wchannel is approximately 1.23 so that
Sputed across either five were corn- channel depth was 50 feet for the

the test achannei(Legsf1-e)secing o 80,000 DWT tanker (40 foot draft) andthe test channel (Legs 1-a) excluding feet for the LNG and 30,000 DWTthe turn and transition areas or across tanker (35 foot and 36 foot drafts
the five legs including the turn area. respectively). The 15 foot high shoal

could cause a simulated grounding for
3.0 SCENARIO AND VESSEL DE- all three vessels because of a 5 foot or

SCRIPTIONS 6 foot "interference." Bank effects
were present for the appropriate runs

3.1 Scenario and forces acted on the ships based on
a bank height to water depth ratio of

The scenario used in this experiment is 0.8.
shown in Figure ES-I and consists of
two straight channel legs, the first The channel described above was used
running at 0000 and the second on a for all experiment runs. Runs were
course line of 0450. The scenario has inbound with clear visibility and no
been broken into segments Li, 1, 2, 3, traffic. Differences between the runs
4, L2, and 5 for identification pur- were only related to differences in
poses, wind magnitude and direction and the

presence or absence of banks. Cur-
L1 starts at entrance buoys I and 2 rents were always zero.
and runs for 1/4 nm. Leg I runs for
3/4 nm followed by segment 2, which There were a total of 13 wind condi-
starts 1/4 nm beyond buoys 3 and 4 tions for this experiment:
and includes the 450 turn up to buoys 9
and 10. Segment 2 is further sub- 0 A light wind condition of 10
divided Into segments 2a, 2b, 2c and knots (1330 true), used as a
2d as shown. Segment 2a is I nm long .  channel familiarization run for
The start and end of segments 3, 49, L2  all vesels.
and 5 are coincident with the appro- o Six wind conditions (three wind
priate buoys, as shown. The channel is magn itudss 40, r50 andmagnitudes - 40, 50 and 65
800 feet wide except for part of tran- knots, and two sides - port and
sition segment L2 and segment 5. The starboard), used for LNG vessels.
perception of the change of channel
width was accomplished by a 200 foot o Six wind conditions (three wind
shoal, which effectively changes magnitudes - 40, 50 and 65

"" ES-4
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knots, and two sid . - port 'and .0 RESULTS N D
The experiment was structured so that
the data was capable of being offi-

3.2 VW" C ecteristka dently analyzed from a variety of
viewpoints. The purpose of the stat-

o 125,000 m3 LNG istical analyses was to determine if
o 80,000 DWT Tanker differences existed in the performance
o 30,000 DVT Tanker exhibited by sample groups of experi-

enced pilots under various controlled
One of the variables established for conditions. Performance was evalu-

, the Ship Characteristics experiment ated by means of a set of seven mea-
, was the class of ship used. The hydro- sures, three of which were concerned

dynamic characteristics of three ships with the pilot actions (pilot perform-
(an Aquarius Class 397 foot long LNG, ance measures) and four with the
an 30,000 DYT 763 foot long tanker, results of the actions (system per-
and a 30,000 DWT 595 foot long formance measures). Five sets of
tanker) were incorporated into the comparisons were performed on the
CAORF simulator for this purpose. data:

o Main
4.0 TEST SUB3ECTS o Bank/No Bank

o Channel Width
This experiment required a total of 24 o Rudder Effects
full branch harbor pilots experienced o Special Experience
with the type of vessel that they were
to handle at CAORF. Eighteen of The primary performance comparisons
these subjects (six for 30,000 DWT (ie., main comparisons) were made

:- tankers, six for 80,000 DWT tankers, between pilotage exhibited on differ-
and six for LNGs) were used with the ent classes of ships under different

* bank effects scenario while six of wind conditions during passages
them (for the 30,000 DWT tanker) through a narrow, shallow, vertically
were used with a scenario which did banked waterway. The comparisons
not contain vertical banks. Since the were based on the total performance
LNG grouping consisted of pilots in- during the straight legs of the channel.
experienced with the CAORF simula-
tor, it was highly desirable that the The remaining four sets of analyses
other 18 test subjects also have little were refinements of secondary issues
or no experience with the simulator. concerned with the basic comparisons.

A bank/no bank comparison investi-
- Each test subject transited through gated the question of the effects and/

the channel scenario seven times. The or usage of bank forces during the
first experiment run was designated a total passage through the channel.
baseline run (under low wind condi- This was done with only one ship type,
tions), while the following six runs the 30K tanker. A channel width
occurred at three different wind mag- comparison analyzed the difference in
nitudes from the port side and the performance on the three classes of
same three magnitudes from the star- ships within an 800 foot wide channel
board side. leg and a 600 foot wide channel leg.
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One of the vessels, the LNG carrier Impose high levels of stress on the
-exhibited an unusual rudder character- men and the ships used In the experi-
istic under conditions of heavy wind ment so as to discern more clearly
forward of the ship' beam. An exami- differences in performance which
nation of the effects of this phenome- might exist. As a conequence,
non was also conducted. The last numerous penetrations of the shoal
comparison was based on an experi- area and channel boundaries occurred,
ence factor; one group was selected and these became a sensitive measure
for actual experience with a particu- of control difficulties encountered.
larly long and narrow waterway, while The pilots on the LNG had a larger
its comparitive group did not neces- number of such incidents than did the
sarily have this type of background. tanker pilots, and there were more of

these incidents occurring at higher
The multiple analyses of the data winds then at the 40 knot condition.
which were performed on the various The 30K tanker pilots also had a
measures resulted in a myriad of find- greater number of Incidents at the
ings; i.e., differences in ship handling highest wind level, but still far fewer
control were shown to exist at many than the pilots conning the LNG
levels of significance for both main carrier.
effects of the variables that were
investigated as well as interactions
between these variables. A non- 3.3

• : statistical overview based on thesestisial ovriew ed on the n Ship control difficulties did not corre-
findings is presented in the following late in a positive manner with inherent
subparagraphs wind-based ship instabilities. The

inference that the more unstable
; .1 vessel would be more difficult to con-
The experiment clearly showed a trol was not borne out and, in fact, the

reverse was found to be true. Themarked difference in narrow channel revese was on to he a loeshiphanlingperormace y piots LNG vessel was shown to have a lower
ship-handling performance by pilots lvlo ididcdisaiiis e
conning the LNG carriers as compared level of wind induced instabilities, yet
with those conning the tankers. Under the pilots that conned that ship had
some conditions of winds, banks, the most difficulty with the channel
channel widths, etc., differences passage. Tanker pilots were able to

overcome their vessels' instabilitiesbetween the performances by pilots on and transited the channel with less
the 80K tankers and 30K tankers were
also in evidence. Overall, the pilots problems. It was apparent, therefore,
assigned to the LNG carriers exhibited that ship characteristics other thanthe largest degree of control diffi- instability caused by high wind levelsth agetdgreo'cnrl.if were more dominant in the determina-
culties under the extreme wind condi-
tions used in the experiment. When tion of controllability.
differences existed between perform-
ance on tankers, the mariners on the 5.4
80K tankers exhibited better control-

' lability. The LNG pilots found that their rudder
was not effective under the wind con-

. ,.2 ditions that they encountered. They
were forced to increase engine rpm to

_l The experimental design as well as the counter the control problems that they
scenario itself were structured to were experiencing and, in an attempt

ES-7
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to maintain control, increased the increased their ship's speed during that
speed of their vessel through the portion of the passage to acquire a
water by more than 100% over the greater degree of control over their
desired speed. vessel.

5.5 5.3

Based on the sampling techniques and Prior experience with a very narrow
analyses that were used in this experi- channel did not surface as a signi-
ment, esiain fprobable LNG f icant factor in the performance
ship-handling performance by any exhibited in 800 and 600 foot wide
experienced pilot indicate that it channel segments. This finding was
would be highly injudicious to make an most probably caused by the structur-
actual passage in a 600 to 800 f oot ing of the samples used in the mini-
waterway without tug assistance under analysis of this particular issue since
any of the wind conditions that-were the "experience factor" was investi-
studied. This would especially be true gated as an afterthought, ie., after
if the vessels, for any reason, were the experiment had commenced. The
unable to have their speed through the question of specific types of experi-
water increased to more than 10 ences affecting performance in a nar-
knots. row channel would benefit from a

more thorough, detailed investigation.

* 5.6
5.9

The SOK tanker p ilots made use of the
channel banks as an aid during the On most ships, including an LNG
passages through the narrow water- vessel, a positive rudder causes a turn
way. Transits through a channel with to port. For certain particular wind

*banks was safer (fewer boundary p'ene- directions and magnitudes, an anomoly
trations) than those passages which occurs in the ship-handling character-
occurred in a channel that had no istics of the LNG, resulting in a posi-

*banks. The pilots also progressed tive rudder causing a turn to star-
through the banked channels at a board. The effects on performancg of
slightly higher speed then when no this "rudder reversal phenomphon"
banks were present. were studied during the experiment

but the findings were inconclusive.
The general difficulties that the LNG

5.7 pilots faced with ship controllability
overshadowed aby "special effects"

*The 600 foot channel width affected differences in ship handling that might
the LNG pilots to a greater degree exist. By increasing their speed in the
than it did those who conned the "reverse rudder" portion of the
tankers. The trend of decreased channel the pilots attained much

*safety with increased wind levels that better control, thereby masking any
was observed f or the 800 f oot wide difficulties that existed because of a
channel segment did not occur when lack of familiarity with this phenom-
the channel was only 600 feet wide. enon. This question, related to
The LNG pilots perceived that the "reverse rudder effects," would also
narrower channel would be more diffi- benefit from more detailed future
cult/dangerous and substantially research.
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5.10 that the LNG vessel exhibits an
extremely limited capability for the

Pilots were shown to be capable of development of a turn rate into the
overcoming the wind-based instabil- wind, caused by exceptional levels of
ities of their vessels, and therefore directional stability. Further research
differences in performance in heavy could address issues of which char-
winds were caused by other ship char- acteristics dominate the controllabil-
acteristics. An example of one such ity problems for the LNG in winds and
ship characteristic is the development how ship-handling performance can be
of a turn rate. Analyses have shown better managed in narrow waterways.

ES-9
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 PURPOSE complished using the full capabilities
of the CAORF Ship Maneuvering Sim-

This report presents the results of the ulator, including the fully instru-
"Comparison of the Impact on Piloting mented ship's bridge and the computer
Performances of Extreme Wind Forces generated visual imagery described in
Under Variable Conditions of Ship Appendix A.
Class and Stability, Channel Width,
and Channel Bank Forces" experi- The studies have tended to be divided
ment* conducted at the Computer into two research areas: one, a series
Aided Operations Research Facility of experiments related to the channel
(CAORF), Kings Point, NY. The study or waterway design itself, and two,
examined the ship handling perform- investigations in which Pilot/Master
ance of pilots transiting a narrow behavior and related ship character-
waterway under severe wind condi- istics and controllability factors are
tions. The specific objectives of the studied. It is within the latter area
experiment were to: that the questions of "how" a pilot or

ship handler perceives and accom-
o Determine the changes in ship plishes his tasks in restricted water-

handling performance for a re- ways and "what" aids assist in the
presentative group of experi- assessment and accomplishment of the
enced pilots under several tasks have bNen addressed. For
extreme wind conditions. example, an associated research ex-

o Determine if this performance is periment assessed the potential as-
dependent upon inherent wind- sistance (or lack of assistance) that

Sinstabiities, specific shallow water maneuvering
idued sip ia tdata cards yield as a ship-handling aid.

0 Determine if this performance is
dependent upon the class of All of these investigations were aimed
vessels involved, at the Maritime Administration goals

0 Determine if the performance is of improved safety and productivity.
de n uThese goals were also addressed by the
dependent upon the channel Society of Naval Architects and Engi-
width. neer (SNAME) report "High Priority

o Determine if performance is Research for the U.S. Maritime
affected by the inclusion of real- Industry," which states "As the traffic
istic bank effects. on waterways and ports increases in

density and in vessel size, the risks of
1.2 BACKGROUND collisions, rammings or groundings

increase, as do their potential conse-
A portion of the Maritime Research quences. To reduce risk, this inter-
Program conducted at CAORF since action of the operator, the vessel, and
1977 has been concerned with vessel the waterways must be understood.
transiting of harbors and narrow The reduction in collisions, rammings,
waterways. The work has been ac- and groundings provides a saving in

* Informally, for brevity, referred to as the Ship Characteristics experiment.

6%
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property damage and lives. The de- The effects of this basic ship Instabil-
velopment of system requirements ity due tQ wind have been shown to

*and the definition of ship controllabil- lessen when an autopilot is used to
ity define the operating envelope for steer the vessel (Eda, 1968). How

* the vessel, making clear the limits of well, though, does the human comn-
one element of the system." pensate for this ship characteristic?

Is pilot control performance related to
The recent September 1979 IMCO sub- the varying levels of stability or are
committee on Ship Design and Equip- other ship chacteristics more pertin-
ment working group report entitled ent to ship-handling performance?
"Maneuverability of Ships"' also indi- Also, what is the quantification of the

*cated that "in the area of maneuver- variability of piloted controllability
ing characteristics, information, across the wide background and exper-
reports, studies, etc. related to track- ience of pilots? When, ie. at what
keeping during harbor entry in cross magnitude, does the level of wind
currents and beam winds conditions... become "excessive for this range of
would be helpf ul to adequately address qualified mariner? How is this
the area." affected by the class of ship that is

involved witp these extremes of en-
Numerous papers in recent ship hydro- vironmental condition? Is there a
dynamics literature have discussed limiting consideration due to channel
problems regarding ship stability and width that affects the problem and is
transiting under heavy wind condi- it aided or hindered by the type of
tions. 0. Khattab in "Steering Control channel banks (vertical or mildly slop-
of a Ship in a Canal" (1979), Koyama ing) that are involved? It is this series
et. al. in "A Study of the Instability of questions which formed the basis
Criteria of the Manual Steering of for the present investigation, a part of
Ships" (1977), and papers by H. Eda in the CAORF Ship Maneuverability Re-

*1971 and 1965, to mention just a few, search Area studies.
* have discussed these problems. It is

most unfortunate that the recent One of the purposes of the experiment
tragic occurrence in Tampa Bay, was to assess the effects on ship-

*Florida also underscores the timeliness handling performance of wind-induced
of obtaining a better understanding of ship instabilities which are caused by
the limitations associated with various inherent ship design and geometry.
ship classes in restricted harbor areas The inherent instability of ships has

*under heavy wind conditions. been studied in the past by techniques
which make use of mathematical
models of the ships (see Appendix B).

1.3 OVERVIEW These models have been subjected to
analyses through the use of off-line

Off-line fast-time computer studies at computer simulations which mathe-
CAORF have shown that different matically investigate the areas of
ships are subject to varying levels of instability. These analyses have been
instability which are dependent on further augmented through the use of
both the magnitude of wind velocity autopilot equations in conjunction with
(compared with ship's speed) and the the ship model to mathematically
direction of the wind (relative to ship's explore the nature of the combined
bow). A technical memorandum on autopilot-ship instabilities (Eda, 1968).

4 this subject is included in Appendix B. However, the human controller (ie.,
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the pilot) has not as yet been suffi- I. EXPURENT DSCUNPTDON
ciently defined in a mathematical
sense to allow the use of these techni- The experiment was dedgned to
ques to accurately and directly address several issues related to the
explore the instability that can exist effect of wind on piloted perormance
in pilot/ship combinations. Therefore, in restricted waterways. Under condi-
to study the effects of the pilot/ship tions of extreme winds, off-line
interaction, an indirect approach was analyses have shown that many vessels
used to examine the presumed effects are inherently unstable and that for
of instability, ie., variability in levels particular wind directions, wind speeds
of piloted performance, with poorer greater than a given amount (depen-
performance associated with lower dent upon the ship) result in instabil-
stability. ities. Examples of this for CAORF

vessels are shown in Appendix B,
Piloted performances can be compared Figures B-3, B-5, and B-. These
by means of a ship maneuvering simu- figures plot the roots of the system
lator under varying controlled condi- equations (eigenvalues) versus absolute
tions of ship, wind direction, and wind wind angle (ship track is assumed to be
magnitude which are known (mathe- north) for different values of wind
matically) to cause varying levels of magnitude and ship speed. A positive
ship/wind stabilty and instability. The eigenvalue represents an unstable con-
differences in performance can then dition. For each ship the steady state
be compared with the differences in static rudder angle vs. wind direction
stability levels which are associated for several wind speed/ship speed
with the controlled conditions. If a ratios is also presented. Previous
positive association is determined computer-based simulation research
(i.e., the more unstable conditions cor- has been conducted along these lines
relate with the poorer performances) by Dr. Eda and others, and it has been
then the "instability-controllability shown that automatic steering based
difficulty" inference has been borne on autopilot algorithims reduces this
out. The differences in performance area of instability. The relevant rela-
are then linked to differences in sta- tionships extracted from a paper for
bility. The stability differences would the Mariner Class vessel (Eda, 1968)
therefore be indicative of the variabil- are shown as Figure B-I and indicate
ity of the ship/pilot performance to be the manner in which instabilities have
found in real world situations under been reduced by an autopilot. The
the same conditions as those studied upper portion of this figure is for an
and the consequences of the effects of unsteered vessel, comparable to
these ship characteristics would be Figures B-3, B-5, and B-8, while the
highlighted for future ship design con- lower portion presents the same ship
siderations during retrofit or new con- with the inclusion of an autopilot.
struction programs. If the inference is
not borne out (ie., more unstable con- One major issue investigated in the
ditions do not correlate directly with current experiment was the deter-
poorer performance) then the accumu- mination of the level of control which
lated data and comparisons are useful can be exercised by representative
in their representation of the variabil- groupings of experienced pilots under
ity of ship controllability in real life conditions of wind magnitude and
under the conditions studied. wind direction which have been shown
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to cause basic ship Instabilities. It is the experiment the dhnnel that was
quite obvious that one could encounter used contained bank effects. It was
wind magnitudes of a sufficiently high thought that banin mut affect per-
level so that ships we simply *blown formance, tending to help (or hinder)
away," i.e., insufficient rudder is the pilot as he attempted to control
available to counteract the wind the ship.
effects. The question of interest here
though was that with sufficient avail- A channel width variable was also de-
able remaining rudder would the pilots signed Into the experiment. An 300

* be able to overcome instabilities that foot channel was selected for the
existed because of ship design and, if major portion of the test run scenario,
not, at what level of wind do their but a 600 foot segment was included
performances markedly degrade? as the last segment of each run for

comparison with the first segment.
The experiment compared ship-han- The conditions of segment I (first
dling performance in a narrow channel major segment) were identical with
using three ships (30K DWT tanker, those of segment 5 (last segment)
80K DWT tanker, and 125K m3 LNG except for channel width. Therefore,
carrier), three wind magnitudes (40, the effects of channel width on dem-
50, and 65 knots), and two wind direc- onstrated performance were also in-
tions (port and starboard), as depicted vestigated.
in Table 1-1. The reason for port and
starboard wind as a variable of inter- Another variable designed into the
est in spite of the fact that the ship experiment concerned bank effects.

- characteristics curve (instability vs. The main portion of the experiment
wind angle) is essentially symmetrical was conducted in a passage through a
about the longitudinal axis of the channel with vertical banks. The
vessel is that in the major portion of effects of these banks were then

TABLE 1-1. BASIC EXPERIMENT DESIGN

Wind Speed/Ship Speed* Ratio

,3 :1 10:1 13:1

(40kn. Wind) (.O kn. Wind) (65kn.Wind)

Side Side Sie
Ship Port Stb. Port Stb. Port Stb.

LNG

30K

$OK

* Ship Speed is five knots.
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assessed by means of an additional Eighteen experienced pilots drawn
grouping of six pilots that used a from piloting organizations throughout
single vessel class (80,000 DYT the country were used for the basic
tanker) and a similar channel. The experiment. Each mariner piloted a
channel used with this second grouping single ship similar to the class of
of six pilots was identical to that used vessel that he had previously experi-
in the main experiment except that enced in his "real-world" background.
the channel's bank effects were Experimental data were obtained and
removed. This second assessment is examined for a total of six runs for

. referred to as the bank/no bank corn- each pilot.
parison in this report.
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CHAPIU 2

2.1 EXPEUM-I VAKtAULES tions of the within-subjects variables
of wind ratio and wind side, as shown

This CAORF experiment was desigpd In Table 2-1.
to Investigate variables that were
likely to effect vessel behavior under A total of 105 runs comprised the
extreme environmental conditiors basic experiment. The run order

. The major variable, ship type, allowed matrix is also shown in Table 2-1,
comparison of ship/pilot performance wherein the sequence for testing ship
while piloting a 30,9000 DWT tanker, an type changes with each run and is Indi-
3 80,000 DWT tanker, and -an LNG cated under the "subject run order"
("Acquavius Class"). Three levels of a column. Within each level of ship
second variable, wind, were used (40 type, the order for testing wind
knots, 50 knots, and 65 knots) resulting speed/ship speed ratio is counter-
in ratios when compared to a five knot balanced. Wind side alternates on
ship's speed of 3:1, 10:1, and 13:1. each successive run.
These winds were encountered from
both the starboard and port sides, and Eighteen licensed pilots were selected
wind side was therefore a third vari- for participation based on their avail-
able. ability and experience. Because ship

type was treated as a between-sub-
All runs were made in restricted jects factor and because few pilots
waters, i.e. a channel containing a have extensive experience on LNG
shoal area which allowed for a 2-level carriers, it was necessary to select
(600 vs. 800 foot) channel width vari- subjects from different pilot organiza-
able. A final comparison was accom- tions. This situation required careful
plished via a bank effects variable of matching of relevant experience on
two levels, i.e., bank effects and no the ships used for testing each pilot.
bank effects. Hence, subject assignment to ship type

conditions was not totally random,
2 X R N E Ni.e., LNG subjects were randomly

selected from organizations with ap-
2.2.1 Experiment Model and Statis- propriate experience but tanker sub-

tical Analyses jects were selected on a totally ran-
dom basis.

A mixed factorial design treating ship
type (30K, 80K, LNG) as the between- Wind angle was identical in legs I and
subjects factor and both wind ratio 5 for comparisons based on channel
(8:1, 10:1, 13:1) and wind side (star- width. In leg 1, channel width was 800
board, port) as within-subject factors feet. Performance in this area was
was used for the experiment. In this compared with performance in leg 5
mixed design model each of the 18 where the channel width was reduced
subjects was observed under only one by a shoal area to 600 feet. The
of the three levels of the between- relative wind direction was identical
subjects variable (ship type). In con- in these two areas to allow for com-
trast, each of the 18 subjects was parisons based on the other experi-
observed under each of six combina- mental variables. The data for this
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TABLE 2-1. RUN ORDER MATRIX FOR MIXED DESIGN
MAIN COMPARISON

PerImental Conditin Run Order

W Spee" Win Spee Wid Speed/
Ship Speed Ship Speed Sip Speed

Subject &I Ratio 1021 Ratio 13. Ratio Number
Run of

Ship Order Stb. Port Stb. Port Stb. Port Runs

LNG 1 2 5 6 3 4 1

4 1 4 5 2 3 6
7 6 3 4 1 2 .5 36
10 5 2 3 6 1 4

13 4 1 2 5 6 3

16 3 6 1 4 5 2

80K 2 2 5 6 3 4 1

5 1 4 5 2 3 6

8 6 3 4 1 2 5
36

11 5 2 3 6 1 4

14 4 1 2 5 6 3

17 3 6 1 4 5 2

. 30K 3 2 5 6 3 4 1

6 1 4 5 2 3 6

9 6 3 4 1 2 5
36

12 5 2 3 6 1 4

15 4 1 2 5 6 3

18 3 6 1 4 5 2

Run Totals 18 18 18 18 18 18 108
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analysis was aussed with an analysi at it the model we e applied to the
of variance (ANOVA) procedure appro- data a shown In Appendix C.
priate to its mixed desig and Is found
in Appendix C.

.2.2 ftime Nm
The appropriate ANOVAS were used
for all comparisons and were supple- Comparative evaluations of track-
mented by Neuman-Keuls Multiple keeping accuracy were accomplished
Comparison Procedures and t-tests using both system performance and
using the appropriate error term for pilot performance measures. Whereas
the ANOVA. The source tables for system performance measures provide
each of the models used, as well as the indices of ship state relative to ideal
complete analytical findings for all reference values, pilot performance
comparisons, are contained in Appen- measures reveal the pilots' procedures
dix C. in accomplishing the passage. All

*, analyses were conducted both within
The main experiment has -been de- individual legs and across the entire
scribed based on passage through a passage. However, the turn section
channel with realistic vertical banks. per se was not analyzed since track-
To detect the effects of these banks keeping accuracy is the focus of at-
(that is, the effects of the wind alone tention from the performance assess-
on the ships), a separate investigation ment standpoint and the variability in
would normally be required. There- pilot perception of proper ship-handl-
fore, in an additional supplementary ing procedures in turns is quite wide.
sub-experiment, the influence of banks
in the channel was also assessed.
Using data from one ship type condi- 2.2.2.1 System Performance Measures
tion in the main experiment (80,000
DWT tanker), additional data were 2.2.2.1.1 Absolute Value of Off-Track
generated using a new group of sub- Deviation
jects under conditions of no banks.
Thus, ship type was a constant while The primary index of system perform-
bank effects, wind ratio, and wind side ance in this application was ship's
were experimental variables. The track deviation. This value was deter-
experimental design for this study is mined by measuring along a perpen-
shown in Table 2-2 as a three-factor dicular line drawn between ship loca-
mixed design with bank effects as the tion and track line in the track-keep-
between-subjects variable and wind ing areas of the passage. The track
ratio and wind side as within-subjects line was defined as the channel cen-
variables. Pilots experienced banks or terline in both the 800 foot width
no banks throughout all six of their channel and the 600 foot channel.
runs with each combination of wind Track deviation values therefore
ratio. and wind side presented. yielded an index of pilot ability to
Seventy-two runs comprised this sub- control the ship's location. Means of
experiment with half in each bank absolute values were calculated as
effect condition. As shown, no indicants of average track-keeping
attempt was made to counterbalance accuracy. Since a measure which
the bank effects factor since the six allowed track deviation to one side of
subjects participating in the no banks the track line to cancel the effects of
condition were run in an unstructured deviation to the other side would be
random manner. ANOVAS appropri- unsatisfactory, the absolute value of
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TAMLE 2-2. RUN ORDER MATRI FOR MUCED DESIGN -
BANK EFFECTS

ExpirmenalCanditian Run Order

Wind Speed Wind Speedl Wind Speed
Ship Speed Ship Speed Ship Speed Number

Bank Subject &l Ratio Il Ratio 13:1 Ratio of

* Condition Run Stb. Port Stb. Port Stb. Port Rus

2 2 5 6 3 4 1

5 1 4 5 2 3 6

8 6 3 4 1 2 5
Banks 36"11 5 2 3 6 1 4

14 4 1 2 5 6 3

17 3 6 1 4 5 2

19 2 5 6 3 4 1

20 1 4 5 2 3 6
21 6 3 4 1 2 5

No Banks 36
22 5 2 3 6 1 4

,.

23 4 1 2 5 6 3
24 3 6 1 4 5 2

Run Totals 12 12 12 12 12 12 72

deviation TXI) was used. This mea- around his actual mean off-track de-
sure, however, encompasses several viation line indicates tight, consistent
additional difficulties which were control while a large value indicates a
overcome by appropriately "factoring" condition of control difficulty. The
the off-track deviation average standard deviation of the ship's of f-
values, track deviation is the measure of con-

sistency (C) used in this experiment.

2.2.2.1.2 Consistency
2.2.2.1.3 Factored Absolute Value of

A second index of system performance Off-Track Deviation
is the pilot's ability to control his
vessel about his desired, or track- The track line that the subject wished
made-good, line. A small variation to follow might not be the centerline
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of the chamel, and might vary from the latter and his of-track deviation
subject to subject. The masurement score should be reduced to reflect it.
from centerline therefore doesn't This could be accolished by multi-
totally reflect the subject's ability to plying the mean off-track deviation by
control the vessel to a desired refer- a factor of consistency (in feet)
ence. divided by one hundred feet. When

this C/100 ratio becomes one or more,
One approach which would overcome the reduction function is eliminated.
this problem would be to require the When it is smaller than one, the func-
subject to maintain center track. This tion reduces the "factored" off-track
approach was rejected since it could deviation.
have an impact on the techniques nor-
mally used by the pilot, resulting in a Another distortion exists when using
large deleterious effect on his ex- the unfactored off-track deviation
hibited control capability, measure for comparison of perform-

ance. Individual runs were labeled
A second method that could be used according to wind ratio. With a given
would be to have each subject indicate wind speed it is more difficult to con-
his desired track before his runs. This trol a slowly moving vessel than one
was in fact attempted but difficulties that is moving more quickly. There-
arose because of the variability of fore, the attempt was made to stan-
subject response. Some thought it dardize the ship speed at five knots
through quite seriously before indicat- and vary the wind speed to effect a
ing a track line. Some responded very variation of the wind ratio variable.
quickly, without much thought. The wind speed was controllable by
Others wouldn't answer, saying "it system program control but ship speed
depends." was under test subject control.

A third approach, which incidently While all subjects were told to main-
gives an indirect indication of the tain five knots, not all of them did.
pilots' desires, is to adjust the magni- Therefore a factor to account for the
tude of off-track deviation as a func- higher ship speed used was needed to
tion of his consistency (C) derived penalize (or enlarge) the off-track
from his standard deviation of off- deviation obtained by means of exces-
track deviation. As previously noted, sive ship speed. This factor was a
if the standard deviation is small then function of
it obviously reflects good ship position
control (that is, a high degree of con-
sistency) even if the associated off- Therefore, a factored performance
track deviation is not small. For measure for off-track deviation was
example, if the deviation was 200 feet generated with
on average, but the standard deviation
was only 50 feet, then the test subject
with this performance was trying to TXTFactored
stay closer to the 200 foot mark off-
track and doing it more successfully JT

" than another test subject with a 200 10
foot average off-track deviation but a
larger standard deviation, say 150 where TMT is average absolute value of
feet. The former test subject showed off-track deviation and m and n are
more consistent performance than did constants larger than or equal to one.
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Z2...I Boundary Penetratkm conditions are highly dependent on the
individual ship designs and therefore

Of practical significance is the equal values of rudder do not neces-
number of times the ship exceeded the sarily reflect equal levels of control
channel boundaries. Each such inci- requirements for the vessels. On the
dent is referred to as a boundary pene- other hand, differences in rudder used
tration. The run continued to comple- on the same vessel for different condi-
tion despite such occurrences. Al- tions do easure the variability in
though the off-track deviation(1XI) control needs caused by the variation
and consistency (C) measures were in external conditions.
based on the track of the center of
gravity of each vessel in each run, the
ship's length, width, and crab angle 2.2.2.2.3 Zero Angle Rudder Cr ss-
were taken into account in deter-
mining when a portion of the ship's

-.,.' hull penetrated the channel boundary. A smooth passage with little control

difficulty would normally require some
changes in rudder angle for minor

2.2.2.2 Pilot Performance Measures changesein ne fo einrcourse-keeping needs. However,
2 emajor changes in the rudder angle, and2.2.2.2.1 Ship Speed especially changes that cross the mid-

The ship speed (S) was measured in- rudder position as the ship controller
agint reacts and over-reacts to the condi-stantaneously and compared agains tions of the passage, are all evidence

' the desired level in each experimental of re control prbles deThe
ru. I a upce htplt of large control problems. The
run. It was suspected that pilots number of rudder zero angle (midship)
manipulated their ship speed to en- crossings therefore was used to ndi-
hance controllability. Since pilots cate the degree of heading rate con-
were initially instructed to maintain a trol required across experimental con-

this value resulted in redefinition of ditions, as well as the degree of diffi-
the wind ratio experimental variable. culty encountered maintaining track
Pilot ability to maintain the assigned during the run.

" speed provided an index of the degree
. of difficulty encountered while

attempting to follow instructions and 2.2.2.2.4 Kick Turns
remain within the experimental
framework. Mean and standard devia- It was anticipated prior to the experi-
tion values were obtained by leg, by ment runs that the number of kick
subject, and by all experimental condi- turns that were used would be an
tions. effective measure of both pilot con-

trol and difficulties encountered.
Unfortunately, changes in propeller

2.2.2.2.2 Rudder Angle speed to establish or decrease a turn
rate and changes in ship speed to

Rudder angle was measured to deter- attain a higher degree of control (in
mine the relative amount of rudder general through higher average speed)
needed across experimental condi- became indistinguishable from one

£ tions. Differences in the amount of another in many instances, thereby
rudder that is used by different ships nullifying the effectiveness of this

* under identical external environmental measure.
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2.3 SCENARIO AND VESSEL DE- could cause a simulated grounding for
SCRUPTONS all three vessels because of a 5 foot or

6 foot "interference." Bank effects
2.3.1 Scenario were present for the appropriate runs

and forces acted on the ships based on
The scenario used in this experiment is a bank height to water depth ratio of
shown in Figure 2-1 and consists of 0.8.
two straight channel legs, the first
running at 0000 and the second on a The channel described above was used
course line of 0450. The scenario has for all experiment runs. Runs were
been broken into segments Ll, 1, 2, 3, inbound with clear visibility and no

* -4, L2, and 5 for identification pur- traffic. Differences between the runs
poses. were only related to differences in

wind magnitude and direction and the
Ll starts at entrance buoys I and 2 presence or absence of banks. Cur-
and runs f or 1/4 nm. Leg I runs for rents were always zero.
3/4 nm followed by segment 2, which
starts 1/41 nm beyond buoys 3 and 4 There were a total of 13 wind condi-
and includes the 450 turn up to buoys 9 tions for this experiment:
and 10. Segment 2 is f urther sub-
divided into segments Za, 2b, 2c and o A light wind condition of 10
2d as shown in Figure 2- 1. Segment knots (1350 true), used as a
2a is 1 nm long. The start and end of channel familiarization run for
segments 3, 4, L2 and 5 are coincident all vessels.
with the appropriate buoys, as shown.
The channel is 800 feet wide except 0 Six wind conditions (three wind
for part of transition segment L2 and magnitudes and two sides), used

*segment 5. The perception of the for LNG vessels.
change of channel width was accom-
plished by a 200 foot shoal, which o Six wind conditions (three wind
effectively changes usable width to magnitudes and two sides), used
600 feet. The primary analyses were for the tankers.
accomplished over five legs, which did
not include the turn or transition The actual wind magnitudes and wind
areas. Each Leg relates to a segment directions for each leg of the scenario
(Seg) as follows: are shown in Table 2-3 for the tankers

and Table 2-4 for the LNG carriers. A
Leg I -Seg 1 3% random perturbation in magnitude
Leg 2 -Seg 2a was used at all levels of wind.
Leg 3 -Seg 3
Leg 4 -Seg 4

*LegS 5 Seg 5 2.3.2 Vessel Characteristics

UThe depth of water to ship draft ratio o 125,000 m3 LNG
throughout the usable portion of the o 80,000 DWT Tanker
channel is approximately 1.25 so that o 30,000 DWT Tanker
channel depth was 50 feet f or the

*80,000 DWT tanker (40 foot draft) and One of the variables established for
45 feet for the LNG and 30,000 DWT the experiment was the class of ship

*tanker (35 foot and 36 foot draf ts used. The hydrodynamic character-
respectively). The 15 foot high shoal istics of three ships (an Aquarius Class
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TABLE 2-3. SCENARIO CONDITIONS, TANKER RUNS

"-nd Wind Direction": "-Wind
Leg Magitude (Dn) True (deg) ReI (deg)

L1  10 90 90
" X1  105 105

2A X 120 120

Starboard 2B X 165 165 2

Conditions 2C X 155 110

2,496 2D X 145 100

3 x 135 90

4 X 180 135

L2  10 135 90
5 X 150 105

1.1 10 270 -90

1 X 255 -105

2A X 240 -120

Port 2B X 285 -753

Conditions 2C X 295 -110

3,59,7 2D X 305 -100

3 X 315 -90

4 X 270 -135

L2  10 315 -90

5 x 300 -105

1) Condition X Perturbation
" 2, 3 40 knots 3%

4, 5 50 knots 3%
6, 7 65 knots 3%

2) 1650 then +1200 after turn.

*3) -750 then -1200 after turn.
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TALE 24. SCENARIO CONIMTO0NS, LNG CARRER RUNS

Wind Wind Dection
Leg Magnitude Oct) True (deg) ]el (deg)

Li 10 90 90
1 I  105 105

2A X 120 120

Starboard 2B X 165 1652

Conditions 2C X 155 110

8,10,12 2D X 145 100

3 X 135 90

4 x 105 60

L2 10 135 90

5 X 150 105

L 1 10 270 -90

I X 255 -105

2A x 240 -120

Port 2B X 285 -753

Conditions 2C X 295 -110

9, 11, 13 2D X 305 -100

3 x 315 -90

4 x 345 -60

L2  10 315 -90

5 x 300 -105

I) Condition X Pertwbation
8, 9 40 knots 3%

10, 11 50 knots 3%
12, 13 65 knots 3%

2) 1650 then 1200 after turn.

3) -750 then -120o after turn.
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.97 foot long LNG, an 80,000 DWT 763 frame. Rigorous and consistent con-

foot long tanker, and a 30,000 DWT trol had to be maintained over the
595 foot long tanker) were incorpor- complete period to ensure that spur-
ated into the CAORF simulator for ious confounding experimental effects
this purpose. The primary ship maneu- due to differences in the procedural
vering characteristics for these three handling of the twenty-four test sub-
vessels are shown in Figures 2-2, 2-3, jects were minimized. A sequential
and 2-4 respectively, listing of test subject activities was

used for this purpose and is presented
for reference in Appendix D as part of

2. TEST U ECTS"Experiment Responsibilities and

Sequential Schedule Check List For
This experiment required a total of 24 Test Subjects." The procedures follow
full branch harbor pilots experienced a pattern of familiarization, experi-
with the type of vessel that they were mental runs, and final debriefing.
to handle at CAORF. Eighteen of
these subjects (six for 30,000 DWT
tankers, six for 80,000 DWT tankers, 2.5.1 Test Subject Fandliarization
and six for LNGs) were used with the
bank effects scenario while six of 2.5.1.1 CAORF Familiarization
them (for the 80,000 DWT tanker)
were used with a scenario which did As indicated above, test subjects
not contain vertical banks. Since the arriving at CAORF for this experi-
LNG grouping consisted of pilots in- ment were, in the main, not familiar
experienced with the CAORF simula- with the facility and therefore needed
tor, it was highly desirable that the a complete familiarization. They init-
other 18 test subjects also have little ially viewed the indoctrination movie
or no experience with the simulator. in the lounge area, after which a

research staff member discussed vari-
No special requirements were imposed ous relevant items with them including
for helmsmen. Each helmsman was an the relationship of CAORF to NMRC
experienced AB seaman, having pre- to MarAd to GDS to Sperry, the
viously performed turns at sea as well CAORF research program, the types
as at CAORF. It should be noted at of research which have been run in the
this point that helm orders were given past, test subject ID numbers and
only as rudder commands by the pilots, schedules, and the form and usage of
This procedure has been used in the research results.
past at CAORF to eliminate "helms-
man effects" and to ensure that the As an aid towards familiarization the
control of the vessel is entirely due to test subjects were given the CAORF
the test subject's performance. orientation manuscript to read. (See
Therefore, the standard grouping of Appendix D.)
helmsman used for most CAORF ex-
periments was adequate for the cur- The general CAORF familiarization
rent study. was then brought into more detailed

focus with an explanation of the
system's ability to simulate the char-

2.5 PROCEDURES acteristics of different vessels. The
ship to be handled by the test subjects

' The simulator runs for this experiment was described, as were the availability
were spread over a three month time of an experienced helmsman and the
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need for rudder orders rather than 2.5.1.2 0r1dFamlliurzatim
course orders. It was pointed out that
several runs would be made in a real- Although the test subjects used in this
istic channel under varying and experiment were experienced pilots,
extreme environmental conditions, they were not familiar with the
with winds but not currents present. CAORF bridge and its specific equip-
It was explained that at the start of ment, the handling characteristics of
each run a weather forecast would be Ownship, the properties of the visual
read to the test subject (see Figure scene, or the specific procedures that
2-5). It was also explained that the would be used. A brief period of
purpose of the study was to determine familiarization or training was given
the manner in which the ships were to each test subject prior to his bse-
brought through the channel under the line run. On the bridge, the bridge
prevalent conditions and that a more comole, steering stand, radars, rela-
detailed discussion of the objectives of tive wind instruments, phones, pel-
the experiment would be postponed oruses, etc. were shown to him. The
until completion of all runs (i.e., turn rate Indicator was also pointed
during a final debriefing), out, and the fact that its readout is in

degrees per second was emphasized.

The appropriate deep water vessel The signal telegraph control was indi-
characteristics of length, beam, draft, cated, including the fact that "bridge
vessel turning circles, crash stop in- control" would be used during the
formation and ship speed vs. rpm (no experiment. A mate was always pre-
wind) were shown to the test subject sent on the bridge during the familiar-
(Figures 2-2, 2-3, and 2-'). This in- ization and maneuvering run to de-
formation was also left on the bridge scribe bridge equipment, answer ques-
during the experiment runs. tions, and to introduce conditions of

1022302 VIA WSL
NOAA WX ADVISORY

0700 AMBROSE TOWER REPORTS TEMPERATURE 69 DEGREES/BAROiETRIC
PRESSURE 29.72 INCHES. WESTERLY WINDS 35 TO 45 KNOTS. SEAS
2 TO 3 FT. SKIES ARE CLEAR-VISIBILITY 10 MILES IN LIGHT
HAZE. SEA WATER TEMPERATURE 60 DEGREES.

FORECAST FOR CAPE MAY TO BLOCK ISLAND INCLUDING LONG ISLAND
SOUND, THE LONG ISLAND SOUTH SHORE BAY AREA, NEW YORK HARBOR
AND THE LOWER HUDSON RIVER - CLEAR AND SEASONABLY WARM OVER-
NIGHT WITH TEMPERATURES IN THE LOW TO MID 60's. WINDS VARI-
ABLE AT LESS THAN 10 KNOTS - SEAS RUNNING 0 TO 2 FEET.
VISIBILITY GENERALLY GREATER THAN 5 MILES EXCEPT LOWERING TO
LESS THAN 1 MILE IN PATCHY DENSE FOG. THERE IS A SMALL
CRAFT ADVISORY IN EFFECT AT THIS TIME.

Ul Figu e 2-5. Typical Weather Forecast

2-I
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the actual experiment runs. The need The maneuvering run was accom-
to maintain five knots of Ownship plished by the test subject transiting
speed in the experiment was intro- past the first two anchored ships at 15
duced at this point, knots. The vessel was then brought

down to the appropriate engine rpm
for five knots by the pilot/mate. No

2.5.1.3 Ship Handling Familiarization winds or currents were present during
this maneuvering training.

A preliminary maneuvering run was
- made by the test subject through a The maneuvering training terminated

special scenario, shown in Figure 2-6. at the pilots' discretion after Own-
The vessel that would be used by each ship's speed had actually come down to
subject in his experiment runs was five knots and at least one additional
used for the maneuvering run. This anchored ship had been passed. This
allowed the test subject to become was normally at a point after the
familiar with the ship's bridge, the completion of the turn around the
visual scene, the handling character- third vessel, where the turn rate had
istics of the vessel, the helmsman, decreased to zero.
etc., prior to the acquisition of experi-
mental data. The maneuvering run
scenario consisted of four anchored 2.5.2 Experiment Runs
ships placed as shown in Figure 2-6,
clear visibility, and open sea, deep Each test subject transited through
water conditions. the channel scenario seven times

(Figure 2-1). The first experiment run
was designated a baseline run (under
low wind conditions), while the follow-

CO.BK00 ing six runs occurred at three differ-
. COURE 000ent wind magnitudes from the port

" STATIONARY side and the same three magnitudes
SHIPS from the starboard side. The required

1 NM combinations of conditions for this
_ experiment (13 in number) are de-

'. .• scribed in Section 2.3.1.

1 NM op . REDUCE SPEED
TO 5 KNOTS Prior to the baseline run a CAORF

research staff member described the
MAKE MANEUVERS channel to the test subject. The sub-

" TO STAY CLOSE ject then conned the vessel through
3/4 NM i. TO OTHER SHIP the baseline run (at low wind condi-
- " START RIGHT TURN tions) and became familiar with the

BUOY WHEN ABEAM OF channel characteristics.

1/2 NM- BUOY After the baseline run was completed

OWNSHIP a CAORF research staff member dis-
COURSE 000 TRUE cussed the channel with the test sub-
SPEED 15 KNOTS ject and attempted to elicit his transit

plan (desired-track) for "heavy" wind
Figtue 2-6. Maneuver Familiarization conditions. It had been expected that

SDiagram most subjects would prefer a desired
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centerine track or one slightly to to issue only rudder and not course
windward. Most did give that type of commands to the helm.
response but, as indicated previously,
there was sufficient evidence to cast Each of the test subjects transited the
doubt on the reliability of these re- channel six times after the base line
sponses. Figure 2-7 was used to run. AlU subjects received the follow-
obtain the desired-track information. ing instructions prior to their experi-

mental runs:
Wind ratio was one of the major vari-
ables in this experiment. The effects Ownship will be travelling at a
of wind magnitude on Ownship's char- speed of five knots with light
acteristics change with Ownship winds when the transit begins.
speed, and, though the experimenter
could impose a true wind magnitude This speed should be maintained
for each experimental run, it was through the channel. The
really the ratio of wind magnitude/ weather forecast for this run is
ship speed which should have been held indicated by the following
at its correct value. It was therefore weather forecast---

*a prime requisite that all portions of
all runs be made at the desired ship No traffic will be present in the
speed of five knots so that the afore- channel to hinder your passage.
mentioned ratio was correctly main- You should follow the desired
tained. This requirement was em- path that you have indicated
phasized by the staff researcher prior whenever possible.
to each run, as well as by the mate on
the bridge during the run if Ownships As you conn the vessel in the
speed became excessive. transits of this experiment we

would like you to carry out an
Ownship was equipped with a normal additional task. As you conduct
complement of bridge instrumenta- your bridge activities try to
tion. The test subjects received no "think-out-loud." Assume you
explicit instruction as to which instru- are instructing an apprentice on
ments should be used or, for that the bridge, and in that context

' matter, not used. A member of the explain the reasons underlying
CAORF operations staff was present and forming the basis for your
on the bridge, serving as a mate during commands.
all runs. The role of the mate was to
respond to any questions that the pilot The instruction to the subjects regard-
might have concerning the ship. They ing verbal reporting was supplemented
were instructed not to offer any un- by an audio tape which demonstrated a
solicited information but rather to mariner actively engaged on the
respond only to the pilot's inquiries, bridge and generating a "think-out-
The mate was also responsible for exe- loud" report. This activity occurred
cuting the pilot's engine orders and for just prior to the baseline run and
monitoring and recording the pilot's served as an instructional aid for the
helm commands. subjects.

A quartermaster was present for each The "think-out-loud" procedure had
run to man the helm. To minimize the been part of an earlier experiment in
quartermaster's contribution to ship narrow channel passages to determine
handling, all test subjects were asked if the activity actually diverted the
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SUBJECT ID# PRE RUN #

17

18
15

-- 16
13 x

11 14

12
9

10

8A

5 6 SHIP TYPE

TAPE #

COUNTER START

.3 4 CAORF STAFF

.7

.6- PORT WINDS

• STARBOARD WINDS
.3 E
.2
.1 2 DESIRED BAND
o. (FEET)

Figure 2-?. Deslred Track Sheet
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mariner from his prime task of pilot- number of parameters were made
age. It was found that it did not available to research personnel moni-
interfere and was used during this toring the experimental runs. These
experiment as a subjective analytical were called up on command at the
tool to determine when (or which) Control Station Digital Display. This
pilots were encountering difficulties. information was then available as hard
No formal analyses were performed on copy printouts at the end of groups of
this "measure." runs. A listing of the items obtained

on the printouts is shown in Table 2-6.

2.5.3 Final Debrief ings
2.6.2 Precision Navigation Data Print-

At the conclusion of the last run a outs
final debriefing was held with each
test subject by a member of the During the actual runs, stored para-
CAORF research staff. This was meters as well as specially computed
taped on a small audio recorder and parameters were made available to
followed a structured format. Ques- research personnel monitoring the
tions regarding the subjective reac- experimental runs. These were called
tions to the overall experiment, vessel up on command at the Control Station
handling, and actual experience under Digital Display. This information was
severe wind conditions by the pilot then available as hard copy printouts
were explored. Table 2-5 is a sum- at the end of groups of runs. A listing
mary listing of questions. of the items obtained on the printouts

are shown in Table 2-7.

2.6 DATA COLLECTION
2.6&3 Summary Plots

A variety of sources were used for
data collection during the running and
analyses of the experiment. The The analyses of the experimental data
major performance measures were were conducted primarily with five
obtained from computer summary segments: a 3/4 nm segment followed
datalogs, ship's bridge data sheets, by a one nm segment prior to the turn;
precise navigational data printouts, two 314 nm 800 f oot wide segments
and debrief ings. The primary source af ter the turn; and a 3/4 nm 600 foot
for all objective data during the actual wide segment containing a shoal.
experiment runs was the "playback Within these segments summary plots
tapes." This is a magnetic recording were made to graphically demonstrate
of each run, taken at a fixed time the trends caused by the experimental
interval, of important computer and variables. At 1/8 nm points along
ship parameters (numbering well over these segments the ship position of allK.1,000 items). The recording rate for six test subjects per wind condition
the experiment was once every 10 per ship were averaged and displayed.
seconds. In addition, the maximum and mini-

mum value of f-track at each 1/8 nm
were also shown as well as plus or

2.1 Computer Summary Datalops minus one standard deviation. The
summary plots are contained in the

Computer summary datalogs are print- Results & Discussion section of this
Kouts from the playback tapes. A small report.
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TABLE 2-3. SUMMARY OF FINAL DEBRIEFING QUESTIONS

At the conclusion of the last run a final debriefing will be held with
P each test subject by a member of the CAORF research staff. This should

be taped on the small audio recorder and should follow a structured
format:

0 Do you have any coumments about the experience you've just under-
gone?

o Do you feel that the vessel handled normally, i.e., realistically
in the first base line run? In the subsequent high wind runs?

o Have you ever experienced wind conditions of this type in your
* actual piloting activities? How often?

0 What are the environmental criteria for your suggesting/insisting
that the ship anchor and wait for calmer conditions?

o Are there track keeping clues or cues in your home area that were
missing here?

0 Do you feel that you handled the vessels in a realistic manner,
i.e., the way you would have in your own areas. (This is different
than the ship "feel" question since it is aimed more towards Pilot
Performance rather than Ship Performance.)

0 Was the channel width approximately the same size as your home area?
Does that area have bank effects? Did you try to use them here?
Did they seem proper/realistic here, based on the first run in light
winds?

o Do you feel that your performance was constant; improved as a func-
tion of time spent on simulator; varied as a function of wind speed?

o Did the verbal reporting interfere with your job?

0 What instruments did you use? Did your use here represent your
typical use of instruments in your home area?

0 Did you have difficulty holding down your speed? What techniques
did you use to accomplish this? Would you ever reverse engines to
reduce speed, under like conditions, in your owm area? Do you
attempt to hold down speed in home area? How?

0 Do you normally (ever) find that you can locate a "slot" for a ship
while operating in a channel which allows for movement of the ship
along a leg without change of rudder or minimum change of rudder?

o Do you normally give course orders or rudder orders?

o Please do not discuss the experiment with anyone for 3 months.
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TABLE 2-. COMPUTER SUMMARY DATALOG PARAMETERS

1. Bridge Time
2. Playback Tape Number
3. Ownship Ground Speed (knots)
4. Ownship North Coordinate (nm)
5. Ownship East Coordinate (nm)
6. Rudder Angle (degrees)
7. Engine Propeller Speed (rpm)
8. Water Depth (feet)

TABLE 2-7. PRECISION NAVIGATION DATA PARAMETERS

I. Playback Tape Number

2. Channel Leg Number

3. Distance to Way Point (nm)

4. Distance Off-Track (feet)

5. Speed Along Track (knots)

6. Speed Across Track (feet/minutes)

7. Incremental Distance Along Track (feet)

8. Crab Angle (degrees)

9. Yaw Rate (degrees)

10. Ownship Heading (degrees)

11. Rel. Wind Speed/Ship Speed
(knots/knots)

12. Rel. Wind Angle (degrees)
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CHAPTER 3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

3.1 INTRODUCTORY SUMMARY wind and channel-with-banks condi-
tions. These samples were derived

3.1.1 Clapter Contents f rom so-called parent populations and,
4. by using standard analytical techni-

The major purposes of the experiment ques, estimates of these population
were to determine the narrow channel distributions can be derived from the
ship-handling performance differences characteristics (ie., statistics) of
between three classes of ships under their representative samples. The
heavy wind conditions, and to discern confidence interval of the population
the effects of wind-based inherent means, as well as probable range of

*ship instabilities on the performances standard deviations, were developed
exhibited by experienced pilots while for several primary performance mea-
conning these vessels. The experi- sures used in this experiment. These
mental data has been subjected to a findings are presented in paragraph
variety of analyses and the findings 3.4.
are presented and discussed within this
chapter. A performance and stability discussion

which draws on the findings of para-
Paragraph 3.2 contains the results of graphs 3.2 and 3.3 is included in para-
five sets of statistical analyses which graph 3.5. This includes comments on

makeuseof svenperormace ea- the effects of wind instabilities on
sures in defining performance differ- hphnln efrac.Adtoa

ence whch ad een emostrted ship characteristics data for the three
tn wh environentalecondirions vessels are also presented as part ofunder th niomna odtos the discussion.examined.

* Summary ground tracks are presented 3.1.2 Summnary
and discussed in paragraph 3.3. The

groud tack tht ar shwn ave A summary assessment of the experi-
been generated from performance ment's findings indicates that LNG
data which has been averaged over carrier pilots consistently had a more
each pilot grouping. They indicate the difficult time controlling their vessels
nature of the average tracks as well as than did the tanker pilots. When dif-
the variability of the tracks within the ferences in tanker ship-handling per-
five key legs of the scenario. These formance surfaced from the analyses
tracks are presented for all ship it was usually the 80K tankers that4groups at all wind conditions. were found to be under better control.

This in no way reflects upon the cap-
Each of the groupings in the primary abilities of the pilots, since all pilots
statistical comparison (the LNG, the that were used for the experiment had
80K tanker, and the 30K tanker group) many years of experience and were
was comprised of randomly selected randomly selected from various pilot

*samples of pilots experienced with and organizations. Variability in control
conning a particular vessel under given capabilities should therefore have
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been uniformly distributed throughout countered, and therefore used kick
the three classes of vessels that were turns as well as increased ship speed
examined. Instead, the findings indi- to develop the necessary turning cap-
cate differences in ship-handling diffi- ability.
culty which are imposed on the
mariner by the inherent character- Estimating techniques using the find-
istics of the vessels themselves. ings developed from the experiment's

sample groupings resulted in indica-

Of further interest, difficulties in tions of the manner in which all pilots
ship-handling performance did not cor- would handle these casses of vessels
relate in the expected manner with in- under comparable real world environ-
herent wind-based ship instabilities, mental conditions. These results
The LNG vessel was shown to have strongly indicate that such passages
less wind-induced instabilities and yet through 600 to 800 foot wide channels
demonstrated a higher level of con- by LNG vessels without outside assist-
trollability difficulties. The tanker ance (e.g., tugs) would be difficult.
pilots were able to overcome their This would be especially true if vessels
vessels' instabilities and transited the speeds could not be set at levels

r channel with less problems. greater than 10 knots.

When transits were made through a Overall, the pilots were shown to be
channel with vertical banks, the pilots capable of overcoming the wind-based
chanel e withpverticaleks, thepilot instabilities of their vessels and there-experienced less problems than when foedfrnesnpromaesta

the waterway had gentle sloping sides fore differences in performances that

(i.e., no bank forces). The pilots used were noted were due to other causes,

the banks as an aid to make their such as other ship characteristics.
cThe LNG vessel was shown to have an

' channel passages safer, since fewer exceptionally high level of directional
bpenetrations of the channel boundaries stability at high wind levels.: by any portion of the hull were evi-

denced when bank forces were pre-
sent. 3.2 STATISICAL ANALYSES OF

PERFORMANCE MEASURES
Differences in channel width affected
the pilots on the LNG vessel to a The experiment
greater degree than those pilots that was structured so that the experi-
conned the tankers. The LNG pilots mental data was capable of being ef-
perceived that the narrower, 600 foot ficiently analyzed from a variety of
wide portions of the channel would be viewpoints. The purpose of the stat-
dangerous, that is difficult, and sub- istical analyses was to determine if
stantially increased their speed during differences existed in the performance
this portion of the passage to acquire exhibited by sample groups of experi-
a greater degree of control over their enced pilots under various controlled
vessel. The use of speed to maintain conditions. Performance was evalu-
controllability, by LNG pilots in par- ated by means of a set of seven mea-
ticular, was evidenced throughout the sures, three of which were concerned
experiment, especially at the highest with the pilot actions (pilot perform-
wind levels, The LNG pilots found ance measures) and four with the
that their rudder was not effective results of the actions (system per-
under the wind conditions they en- formance measures). Five sets of
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comparisons were performed on the specific groups under study. When
data: performance differences were not

determined to be present, they were
o Main not discussed. A complete presenta-
o Bank/No Bank tion of all statistical findings (both
o Channel Width significant and non-significant differ-
o Rudder Effects ences) are contained in Appendix C for
o Special Experience reference purposes.

The primary performance comparisons 3.2.1 Mali Comparisan
(ie., main comparisons) were made
between pilotage exhibited on differ-
ent classes of ships under different The main comparisons are based on
wind conditions during passages data obtained from eighteen test sub-

. through a narrow, shallow, vertically jects assigned to three groups. Each
banked waterway. The comparisons group handled one type of vessel: an
wee based wat he o pro n LNG carrier, an 30K tanker, or a 30K
were based on the total performance tanker. Ship was therefore the major
during the straight legs of the channel, variable, with wind magnitude (40, SO,
The ror 65 knots) and wind side (starboard
The remaining four sets of analyses or port) two additional variables. The
were refinements of secondary issues data was obtained from six channel
concerned with the basic comparisons. transits for each test subject consist-
A bank/no bank comparison investi-
gated the question of the effects and/ ing of all combinations of wind magni-
or usage of bank forces during the maintude comparisonside. The datas offr the0totain compaison consists ohf 1h08e
total passage through the channel. transits through the channel with bank
This was done with only one ship type, effects present. The statistics for
the 80K tanker. A channel width five of the seven performance ina-
comparison analyzed the difference in sure anale ee eon da
performance on the three classes of obtaned Le bs 2n d
ships within an 800 foot wide channel, and
leg and a 600 foot wide channel leg. (Figure 2-1), while the remaining-two
One of the vessels, the LNG carrier, measures of rudder crossings and con-
exhibited an unusual rudder churacter- sistency also include the turn legs.
istic under conditions of heavy wind
forward of the ship's beam. An exa- 3.2.1.1 Absolute Value of Off-Track
mination of the effects of this pheno- Deviation,WT (M.C.)
menon was also conducted. The last
comparison was based on an exper- Significant differences were found
ience factor; one group was selected between the means of absolute magni-
for actual experience with a particu- tude of off-track deviation, IXI, in the
larly long and narrow waterway, while main comparisons. These are shown in
its comparitive group did not neces- Table 3-1, with Xs given in feet from
sarily have this type of background. the channel centerline. The trend of

the data indicates that the LNG pilots
Subparagraphs 3.2.1 through 3.2.5 pre- on average obtained a larger magni-
sent the results of these five statis- tude of distance off-track than pilots
tical sets of comparisons, discussing conning the other two vessels under
only those performance measures like wind conditions. Under starboard
within each comparison which indicate wind conditions the off-track devia-
the differences that exist between the tion obtained for the LNG was larger
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TABLE 3-1. ABSOLUTE MAGNITUDE OF DISTANCE
OFF-TRACK, lx (MAIN COMPARISON)

Wind n(t ___ _

Wind Side Speed Oct) LNG 30K 301K

Starboard 40 111 56 62

*50 121 73 51

65 144 63 73

Port 40 143 99 83

50 195 96 109

65 169 96 160

p < 0.05

for 65 knots (144 feet) than for 40 more difficulty controlling their yes-
knots of wind (111 feet). This trend, sels than pilots of the other two ships.
however, was not significantly appar-
ent with the other two ships. For port
wind conditions the iXls for the 30K 3.2.1.2 Consistency of Off-Track tDe-
tanker pilots increased with wind vitaC(M.C.)

* magnitude while 1X~s were substan-
tially the same f or the 80K tanker Consistency (C) of of f-track deviation

*runs. For the LNG, TXI for 50 knot is another figure of merit of the level
winds was significantly larger than for of difficulty that the pilots exhibited
40 knot winds (195 feet vs. 143 feet), while transiting the channel. It is a
but f or 65 knot winds 0XI = 169 feet) function of the variation in actual
the pilots appeared to buck the trend track line measured in f eet around the
of increasing IXI with increasing mean track line during each transit. A
levels of wind. The difference of 195 larger variation around the mean track
vs. 169 f eet was not found to be line would normally be attributed to a
significantly different in a statistical higher level of difficulty encountered
sense, though. A Aeneral trend of in the controllability of the vessel
larger values of IXI for port wind since a vessel that is well controlled

*conditions compared with those would not "wander" about its mean
observed under conditions of starboard track line as much as one experiencing
winds was also apparent. greater dif ficulty.

Based on this measure and as noted Significant differences were found for
above, it would appear that the pilots the mean values of C across all condi-

*who conned the LNG carriers had tions (Table 3-2). Again it can be seen
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"" TABLE 3-2. COPM ENY, C
(MAIN COMPARIMON)

Whid Ca.Ito wy, C (it)

Wind Side Speed Oct) LNG SoK 30K

Starboard 40 130 79 93

50 132 86 93

65 183 81 104

Port 40 120 72 83

50 174 77 100

65 169 84 112

p < 0.01

that the pilots on the LNG carriers (132 vs. 183 feet for starboard winds
had more difficulty than the pilots of and 174 vs. 169 feet for port winds).
the tankers for the starboard wind
conditions. The LNG showed less con- 3.2.1.3 Ship Speed, 5 (M.C.)
sistency than either of the other two
vessels. For 40 and 50 knot winds the All pilots were requested to maintain
tanker s exhibited similar consis- a five knot ship speed during thetencies, but more trouble was en- channel transits, speeding up or slow-
countered at the 65 knot wind condi- ing down engine rpm as necessary.tion by the 30K tanker pilots in doneiermas eesry

When vessel safety became question-
'compared with those on the 80K able because of potential penetration

:'.: vessel.vse.of the channel limits by the ship's skin,
changes in engine rpm were permitted

The same general trends are seen in to maintain controllability. At times
the port wind results. LNG C values this took the form a "kick turn," ie.,
are larger than those for tankers, and increased propeller rpm causing in-
when the performance of the tanker creased propeller wash against a "hard
pilots differed it was the 30K pilots over" rudder, resulting in a large turn
that had more difficulty. Once again rate. A true "kick turn"- was then
it appears that controllability is either completed by the reduction of pro-
the same or worse with larger winds, peller rpm to its initial setting. If an
and though this is true for the LNG increase in rpm was maintained for
pilots when they transited the channel too long a period of time a change in
under starboard wind conditions, the the ship's speed resulted. Therefore, S
50 and 65 knot port winds for LNG did is also a measure of difficulty in
not cause the same types of differ- piloted controllability for this experi-
ences in consistency in performance ment, with small variations about five
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knots indicating good control. ie., 3.2.1.4 Bouudry %w tralu wA.C,)
good pilot controllability, and large
variations indicating poorer control. The primary objective for all pilots

The average ship speeds that were during the experimental runs was to
found for the different experimental safely conn the vessel through the
c'foundtiorstre direntd inperilent- channel without allowing any portionconditions are presented in Table 3-3. of the ship to penetrate the channel

The results again reinforce the evi-
dence that pilots handling the LNG boundary, strike buoys, or transit overdenc th t piots hanling the LNG the shoal area. This was to be accom-
had more difficulty controlling their plished a aa speed which was man-
vessels than those on the tankers. taned as close to five knots as windWhile tanker pilots needed little more conditions would permit. The level of
than six knots of speed for only the winds had been selected so that differ-
highest wind condition, this occurred ens in pernce wo be di-only once for the LNG pilots and then ences in performance would be evi-
only oncte o st 4K pisnd tn- denced, and it was therefore not sur-

ionly at the lowest, 0K wind condi- prising to find instances of multiple
ti..incidents (penetrations) during a single

For both port and starboard wind con- run. The spread in number of nci-
ditions the LNG pilots found that on dents therefore became a clear indica-
average they had to maintain a speed tion of differences in controllability
of close to 11 knots (10.8 and 11) difficulties.
during the highest wind conditions of
65 knots. In general, for all wind There were significant differences in
conditions they were found to substan- such incidents and the results are pre-
tially increase their ship's speed to sented in Table 3-4. The data pre-
maintain control of their vessels. sented in this table are total incidents

TABLE 3-3. SMIP SPEED, S (MAIN COMPARMSON)

Wind ftyLa- 39l,0 t)
Wind Side Speed Ocit) LNG I0K 30K

Starboard 40 6.9 5.1 5.3

30 5.9 5.4 5.4

65 11.0 6.3 6.0

Port 40 9.4 5.4 5.3

a50 9.0 5.7 5.5
65 10.3 6.6 6.0

p < 0.05
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TABLE 3-4. NUUM OF BOUNDMY PENETiATIONS
(AM COMPARISO)

Wind BO r Pon tIotim (Nwf bW)

Wind Side Speed Oct) LNG 30K 30K

Starboard 40 13 0 1

50 11 i 2

65 24 0 1

Port 40 14 0 1

50 28 1 4

65 23 3 8

p < 0.05

per ship per wind condition, as con- condition. Although incidents in the
trasted with the earlier tables which port wind 50 knot condition for the
presented mean values of the relevant LNG were more numerous (29) than

* -. performance measures for each ship those occurring at 65 knots (23), sta-
and wind condition. This data sub- tistical analyses did rot substantiate a
stantiates the trends previously dis- significant difference.
cussed. The number of incidents was
significantly larger for pilots conning 3.2.1.5 Factored Absolute Ma-litfde
the LNG vessel (as compared with the f - Deviation, MF
tankers) for all wind levels and both (M.C)
sides. Although the number of inci-
dents occurring at each level of wind As indicated in paragraph 2.3.2.1, an
appears larger for the 30K tanker than additional analysis was performed on
for the 80K, this did not show up as a the distance off-track data. The IXI
significant statistical difference. was modified by a factor to increase

the value as a function of increased
" There was no apparent difference in ship speed and decrease it by a func-

number of incidents as a function of tion of its consistency or standard
- ""wind speed for either the 80K tanker deviation. This measure, factored TXT,

pilots or for the starboard wind condi- was an attem.t to "unbias" the value
.tions for the 30K vessel. Port winds, obtained for l caused by the pilots'

- however, caused a significant number variable efforts to gain control by
of incidents at 65 knots, compared increasing speed as well as inflation of
with 40 knots for the 30K tankers, the TI measure when pilots transited
The LNG pilots consistently found that the channel under good control (small
the 65 knot condition was more diffi- value for C) but a steady large off-
cult to handle than the 40 knot wind track value.
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Table 3-5 contains the factored Mff biems associated with pilot tendencies
data for all conditions of wind level to speed up the vessels to maintain
and side. The factored Mf's for LNG control, or their selection of a desired
vessels were clearly larger than for track position other than the channel
the tankers. There were no differences centerline, did not substantially
as a function of level of wind condi- obscure the differences that were
tion for the 80K tanker, but the 30K inherent in pilot performances as
tanker pilots did have more trouble shown by the basic IXI analyses. In
with the highest wind than with the fact, the differences were made more
lowest. The higher winds also caused pronounced.
the LNG pilots more difficulty than
they experienced with the 40 knot
winds. The trends are identical to 3.2.1. Rudder Effects (PA.C.)
those noted previously (3.2.1.1).

3.2.1..1 Rudder Angle. Pilot use
The results in Table 3-5 are signifi- of rudder control showed significant
cant at a hi her probability level than differences as a function of wind level
those for T[ (Table 3-2), which means and type of ship (Table 3-6).
that the differences indicated by the
factored X" data could have occurred These results indicate differences be-
by chance in only one in a thousand tween pilot use of rudder on the 80K
times, compared with five times out tanker compared to the other two
of a hundred for the basic M . There- vessels. With the higher winds more
fore, the factoring of iXI tended to rudder was used by the pilots on the
underscore the differences previously larger tanker, while at 40 knots the
discussed in paragraph 3.2.1.1. This value for the 80K tanker rudder usage
indicates that the experimental pro- fell between that of the other two

TABLE 3-5. FACTORED X FOR SPEED AND CONSISTENCYpX"F
(MAIN COMPARISON)

.""Wind "!, F 00

Wind Side Speed Oct) LNG 30K 30K

Starboard 40 76 0 15

50 105 27 18

65 226 28 56

Port 40 99 10 13

50 217 20 36

65 229 38 74

p < 0.001
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TAKE 36 ABSOLUTE MAGNE OF RUDGER ANGLE
OWNE COMPARISON)

*Abmoute Value of Rudder Angle (d

SLevel Oct) LNG 30K 30K

40 19 15 7

50 19 22 11

65 20 23 17

p < 0.001

vessels. Differences between the 3.2.1.6.2 Zero Rudder Croings.
average rudder angle used by pilots on Rudder zero crossings were also ob-
the LNG vessel, as compared with served during the experiment. Differ-
those on the 30K tanker, were also ences in number of rudder reversals
perceived. could be indicative of control diffi-

culties, i.e. more rudder crossings
An interesting finding can be seen in indicate a loss of control. Major dif-
the trends for each vessel as winds ference between pilots with regard to
increased. With the 30K tanker rudder this measure were not apparent. All
usage increased with wind level. For pilots on all ships performed in a
the 80K tanker, a change in average similar manner. Not surprisingly
rudder angle used occurred between 40 though, since most measures indicated
and 50 knots but not between 50 and increased ship handling difficulties
65 knots. With the LNG vessel the with increased wind speed, it was
pilots tended to use the same average found that more reversals occurred on
amount of rudder without regard to average under conditions of 65 knots
the level of the wind. As previously than appeared at the other two wind
shown, winds did affect overall pilot levels (see Table 3-7).
performance. The amount of average
rudder used is one of the primary
control elements available to the 3.2.2 Bank/No Bank Comparinmas
pilots, and yet in the two situations (B/NB)
noted above the pilots did not use
more rudder with higher windevels The bank/no bank comparisons are
even though other performance mea- based on data that were obtained from
sures indicated that they needed more twelve test subjects, all 'of whom
control. This most probably is due to conned the 80K tankers. The pilots
the fact that they found additional were placed in two groups and each of
rudder was not effective and that them transited the channel described
rudder "saturation" took place prior to in paragraph 2.3.1 six times. For six
350, the maximum level of physically of the pilots no bank effects were
available rudder. Paragraph 3.5 con- present in the channel during their
tains further discussion regarding this runs. For the remaining six pilots, the
finding, bank forces were present and affected
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TABLE 3-7. NUMBER OF ZERO RUDDER CRO
(AR COMPARISON)

Wind (kt)

40 13

.0 13

65 16

p < 0.001

the ship's track. The data needed for bank/no bank comparison. As noted in
* this second group were obtained from paragraph 3.2.1.5, however, factoring

the 80K tanker group data pool used in of IXI for ship speed and consistency
the main comparisons, since all condi- biases does tend to "sharpen" any real
tions were identical to those necessary differences that may exist and this
for these comparisons. To obtain the was found to be true during these
data for the 80K tanker without banks bank/no bank analyses. Table 3-8
(the first group), an additional set of shows that the means of factored TXI
36 transits were run using six different increased with wind level in both the
(additional) pilots. Wind level and di- bank and no bank cases and were
rection of wind were again variables larger under transit conditions without
and for these analyses bank effects banks for a given wind magnitude.
were also used as a variable. Ships, of
course, was not a variable since only 3.2.2.2 Ship Speed and Boundary
the performances on the 80K tanker Penetrations (B/NB)
were investigated. Significant differ-
ences were found as a result of the Differences in performance were
statistical analyses but the differences found for both the ship speed and
appeared in only four of the seven boundary penetration measures. Pilots
measures that were examined. When that transited the channel when bank
differences were found, performance effects were present did so at a speed
with bank effects present was usually that was slightly larger on average
superior to no bank performance than transits that had no bank effects
results. The pilots conning the 80K (5.9 knots vs. 5.5 knots, p < 0.05).
tankers sensed, used, and were aided This difference in speed was less than
by the banks during their transits 0.5 knots, and, though it was found to
through the narrow waterway. exist statistically, from a practical

sense could not be the cause for dif-
3.22.1 Factored Absolute MapidLe ferences noted in the number of boun-

of Off-Track Deviation IX]F dary penetrations. Table 3-9 presents
(B/NB) the latter findings and indicates the

number of incidents of boundary -pene-
No differences in performance were trations as a function of wind magni-
found for the basic measure of abso- tude, wind side, and bank/no bank
lute value of off-track deviation in the conditions.
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TABLE 3-. FACTOREDIrF (BAK/O BANKS)

Wind Oct) Banks No-emks

40 10 16

50 23 30

65 23 70

p < 0.05

TABLE 3-9. NUMBER OF BOUNDARY PENETRATIONS (BANKS/NO BANKS)

WindBomudmry Paietratkms (Ninnber)
Wind Side Speed Oct) Banks No-Banks

Starboard '0 0 3

50 1 1

65 0 7

Port '0 0 0

50 1 6

65 3 3

: Total 5 20

p < 0.05

The incidents of boundary penetrations than for comparable wind conditions
• by any portion of the vessel during when bank effects were present. The

transits under bank conditions show no total number of incidents under no
significant differences for either port banks without regard to wind level or
or starboard wind side as wind speed side (20) was larger than for transits
increases. The number of boundary with banks (5). The ultimate figure of
penetrations by pilots conning the 80K merit for piloted controllability is
tankers through the channel under no really the incidence of boundary pene-
bank 65 knot starboard wind and 50 trations since this is a direct measure
knot port wind conditions was larger of safety. The experimental findings
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indicate that the pilots were aided by difficulties stated earlier (Paragraphs
the presence of the banks and trans- 3.2.2.1 and 3.2.2.2) it would appear
ited the channel more safely when that the pilots of the 80K tankers used
bank forces were present. more average rudder when they were

having difficulty in an effort to main-
tain better control.

3.2.2.3 Rudder Effects (BNB)

The bank/no bank analyses did not 3.2.3 Channel Width Comparisons
indicate any differences in the number (C.V.)
of rudder crossings between pilots
transiting the channel when no bank The channel width comparisons are
effects were available compared with based on a portion of the data pool
the conditions when the bank forces used for the main comparisons, namely
were present. Rudder angle, however, 18 pilots divided into three groups
showed a small significant effect and (LNG, 80K tanker, and 30K tanker).
the findings are presented in Table They compare performance in the first
3-10. and the last leg of the channel transit,

legs I and 5, respectively. Conditions
The bank/no bank comparison at the for leg I and leg 5 of any single transit

*65 knot wind condition showed that were identical in all respects save one,
larger rudder angle was used on aver- the channel width. In the first leg the
age by pilots transiting without bank width was 800 feet while the fifth leg
effects (270 vs. 230). There was also a width was 600 feet. A two hundred

- -no bank general trend of increasing foot wide shoal had been placed on the
average rudder angle with increased side of the channel in leg 5, causing
level of wind. As discussed earlier in the pilots to move their vessels
3.2.1.6.1 there was no significant towards the starboard bank as the
increase in the average rudder used by channel narrowed (see Figure 2-1).
the 80K tanker pilots as the level of
wind increased f rom 50 to 65 knots Both leg I and leg 5 were preceeded
when bank effects were present. by low wind magnitude transition seg-

ments. Within the legs the wind direc-
From the average rudder angle trends tion was either plus or minus 1050
noted above and the controllability relative, depending on the wind side

TABLE 3-10. RUDDER ANGLE (BANKS/NO BANKS)

Rudder Angle (deg)

Wind OIct) Banks No-Banks

40 150 140

50 220 220

65 230 270

pO .O05
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condition for the particular channel LNG 80K 30K
transit. The level of wind for the two
legs was the same for each passage, 300

i! and bank forces were present and
affected the ship's track in both of the
less. 8001

Since the objective of these channel E 200
width comparisons was to determine if
the difference of 200 feet in width
caused a substantial difference in pilot
performance, only differences caused
by channel width will be reported 100
within this section. Other differences 600' 600' 600

that were found that didn't reflect
legs I and 5 differences were reported
under the main comparisons. These 0 ' 5 6 ' 5 6 4 5 6
were common to both legs, and when 40 50 65 40 50 65 40 50 65
they arose within these channel width WIND (KNOTS)
comparisons were only ramifications
of the basic differences previously
reported for the complete transit. Figure 3-1. Channel Width Compfrt-

son, Absolute Value of
Off-Track Deviation

3.2.3. 1 XJ and Factored Tf (C.W.)

The average magnitudes of off-track parameter down to just over 75 feet.
deviations are shown in Figure 3-1. Their experience with controllability
They indicate that the pilots on the difficulties in the wider channel area
LNG vessels were the only group that forced them to attempt to improve
showed a significant difference in per- their performance near the shoal, and
formance between the passages in the on average they succeeded. Figure
two legs. There were no differences 3-2 is a presentation of the IXI data
for the 80K and 30K tankers at any which has been factored for S and C
wind magnitude or between channel and reinforces the previous statements
legs. regardingLNG pilot perceptions. The

factored IXI for the LNG in the 800
The LNG pilots had significantly dif- foot leg shows an even larger range of
ferent performance results for differ- values as a function of wind magnitude
ent wind levels in the 800 foot portion than did lX. The factored IXI per-
of the channel. In the 600 foot leg, formance in leg 5 was also substan-
though, they took measures to conn tially the same for all levels of wind.
their vessels with a higher degree of Again, no performance differences
control, with no differences found were found between tanker pilots at
between levels of wind. When the half any wind level.
channel width was 400 feet they
allowed their 897 foot long vessel to
go an average of 240 feet from the 3.2.3.2 Consistency, C (C.W.)
channel centerline (65 knots), but
when the half channel width was The average consistency of the actual
reduced to 300 feet they brought this ship track within each leg (Figure 3-3)
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- LNG 80K 30K narrow leg to lessen controllability
difficulties also lessened the variation

300 in distance off centerline. The aver-
age values of C for leg 5 in fact were
smaller than those for leg I and did
not show any significant difference as

800' the wind increased. The results once
Z200 again showed no significant differ-
U ences between pilots on the different

-tankers in either leg, or at different
_L. wind levels.

600' 6' ,600' 3.2.3.3 Ship Speed, S (C.W.)

S 800' From the main comparison, the mea-

0 4 50 JLr sure of ship speed was found to in-
40 50 65 40 50 65 40 50 65 crease with wind magnitude, with the

LNG pilots on average increasing their
Wspeed over the desired level of five

*..- knots to a greater degree than theFigure 3-2. Channel Width Compr- tanker pilots. Figure 3-4, however,
;.. son, Factored Value of shows the manner in which the aver-

Off-Track Deviation age speed of the vessels varied during

200 -LNG 80K 30K 12

__ 10
600'

S100 8 (LEG 5)
800' S_

600' 800
600' 0' 6

40 50 65 40 50 65 40 50 65 800~(LEG 1)
WIND (KNOTS) EG

Figure 3-3. Channel Width Compari-
son, Consistency 2

0-. effectively mirrors the IXI and fac- - _ _ _J

tored IXI results. The LNG pilots LNG 0K 30K
* tended to be less consistent, i.e., with

larger variation in off-track deviation SHIP TYPE
as a function of wind speed in the
wider section of the channel. The Figure 3-4. Channel Width Compart-
measures that were taken in the sonhip Speed
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the passages as a function of channel 14
leg (i.., leg I vs. A). Although the 80K, 30K - NO
average speed attained by the LNG BOUNDRY PENETRATIONS
pilots was significantly larger than 12 LEGS 1 AND 5
was required by the tanker pilots
under all conditions of channel width,
it was in the narrower channel area 10o10
that the pilots of the LNG vessels
found that a substantial increase of
speed was necessary for control. On
average the LNG pilots went almost 9 8 600'
twice as fast in the 600 foot segment L LN
as in the 800 foot segment. The pilots 6 - (LEG 1)
that conned the 80K tankers showed
an increase in average speed when
t'* 1 transited the narrow leg as com 43
pared with the wider one, but the C
increase was far smaller than the LNG c
pilots exhibited. 280G

(LEG 5)

3.2.3. mary Penetrations (C.W.) 0 I 6540 50 65

The boundary penetration findings are WIND (KNOTS)
shown in Figure 3-5. No incidents
were recorded for tanker pilots in Figure 3-5. Channel Width Corn-
either of the two legs. The pilots that parftor4 Boulday
were conning the LNG vessels experi- Penetrations
enced considerable difficulties in both
legs and found that their control dif-
ficulties in the wider channel segment 3.2.3.5 Rudder Effects (C.Wi.)
increased substantially as a function
of wind; ie., many more penetrations Table 3-11 and Figure 3-6 are indica-
of the boundary occurred at 65 knots tions of the way the pilots varied their
than at 50 knots, as well as at 50 knots rudder usage within the two legs
compared with 40 knots. There were studied in the channel width compari-
more incidents at 40 knots in the nar- sons. Less rudder was used on average
rower section of the channel than in by all pilots for all wind levels in the
the wider section, indicating that the narrower leg when starboard winds
pilots believed they had control in the were present (Table 3-11). This was
narrow section/lower wind conditions, most probably due to the fact that the
but didn't. The pilots gained some bank forces tended to aid the pilot's
measure of control with the greater efforts to combat the starboard wind
levels of wind in the 600 foot leg by forces when they were forced by the
increasing speed (as noted previously), shoal to move closer to the starboard
keeping the number of incidents rela- bank. They therefore tended to move
tively constant as a function of wind to the right of center track under both
magnitude. conditions of wind direction.
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TABLE 3-11. AVERAGE RUDDER ANGLE (CHANNEL WIDTH)

Channel Starboard Port
Width (ft) Winds Winds

800 (leg 1) 18 19

600 (leg 5) 16 19

p < 0.05

40 - +60
LNG 80K 30K MAX RUDDER

Uj +40 _ _ _- _cc

VX ~+30
30 W - KP

LEG LEGo'
-10 -

LEG -20I
01ABSOLUTE WIND ANGLE -(DEGREES)

lo- Figure 3-7. Steady State RudderLEG Angle, LNG Carrier

0 IIwind magnitude or channel width.
40 50 65 40 50 65 40 50 65 This no doubt was due to the increased

level of control attained on the LNG
WIND (KNOTS) vessels with the use of the higher ship

Figure 3-6. Channel Width Comport- speeds at higher wind levels.
son, Rudder Crossings

3.2.4 Rudder Effects Comparisons
The number of zero rudder crossings (R.E.)
for the LNG pilots (Figure 3-6) was
always larger than for the 30K tanker The rudder effects analyses are based
pilots but varied somewhat with wind on portions of the data used for the
magnitude and channel width when main comparisons. Comparisons are
LNG performance was compared to made between the LNG, 80K tanker,
that of the 80K tanker pilots. No real and 30K tanker groupings of pilots for
differences in rudder crossings for the performance in leg 1 vs. leg 4 for
LNG pilots were found as a function of each transit (Figure 2-1). Normally a
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starboard wind would cause a tendency any wind angle. The objective of the
for clockwise rotation of the vessel rudder effects comparisons was to see
which is then counteracted by a "left," if any differences could be discerned
ie., positive rudder. As shown in between the controllability demon-
Figure 3-7 an anomaly exists for the strated with the LNGs (when this
LNG vessel for certain wind levels and effect was occurring) and the control-
wind angles because the rudder effect lability exhibited by the pilots on the
reverses; that is, negative rudder is tanker runs. U there was a difference,
needed to counteract a starboard it might be attributed to the rudder
wind. Similar "rudder reversal" occurs reversal effect. Therefore, in leg I
for port winds, the direction of the wind was either

±105 (relative to centerline track) for
Figure 3-8 and 3-9 are comparable all vessels. For leg 4, the relative
plots of rudder angle vs. wind angle wind angle was set at ±1350 for the
for the two tankers. No rudder tanker runs and ±600 for those in
reversal occurs for either tanker at which the LNG vessel was involved.

MA To draw conclusions regarding the
MAX RUDER objectives of these analyses, compari-

ANGLE 5sons must be made between legs for
U40. . - - - the LNG vessel to find if performance

30 "deteriorated" in leg 4 compared with
20 5 leg 1, and also between the LNG and20 - 0K the tankers for each leg under study.
10 40K The findings for the seven perform-

ance measures are presented in
0 30 60 90 120 150 180 summary form in Figures 3-10 and
ABSOLUTE WIND ANGLE - (DEGREES) 3-11 and in more detail in Appendix C.

Figure 3-10 contains the results for
Figure 3-8. Steady State Rudder legs I and 4 for the LNG vessel alone.

Angle, 80,000 DWT Figure 3-11 presents the findings for
Tanker comparable measures for both tankersa.eand both legs of interest.

50 MAX RUDDER 3.2.4.1 Absolute Value of Off-Track
UJ ANGLE Deviation, TI (R.L)=u" 40 |

.30 5KComparison of Figures 3-10 and 3-11indicates that pilot performance on
20 50K~ the LNG vessel, compared with the

014 tankers, was poorer for all. levels ofM 10 winds studied. This was true for both
0 leg I and leg 4. In leg 4, all values ofn 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 IXI for each ship were larger than the

ABSOLUTE WIND ANGLE - (DEGREES) values exhibited for equivalent wind
conditions in leg I (except for the
LNG/65 knot condition). This latter

Figure 3-9. Steady State Rudder difference will be discussed as part of
Angle, 30,000 DWT the ship speed (S) performance mea-
Tanlker sure, paragraph 3.2.4.4.
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3.2-4.2 Factored Absolute Value of of over I I knots at 65 knots of wind.
Off-Trac Deviation, IXTF With this increase of sped they were
(R.) able to decrease the TXJ for leg 4, 65

knot conditions (see Figure 3-10) and
Performance exhibited by the LNG maintain better consistency through-
pilots, as indicated by the IXIF inca- out leg 4 compared to leg 1.
sure was poorer (larger) in leg I com-
pared to either leg I or 4 for either
tanker pilot grouping. This compari- 3.2.4.5 Bondr %nation (LE.)
son was f or like wind conditions.

The inferences contained in the pre-*The LNG pilots used more speed an vious paragraph regarding speed are
maintained a more consistent track in
leg 4 than in leg I and the resultant shown most clearly when boundary

* factored BUI for leg 4 appears to be penetrations are examined. In leg 1,
* s~~eror o thir eg fining atall LNG pilots had more control difficultysuprio tother lg Ifining atall and penetrated the channel boundarieslevels of wind. As measured by fac- more frequently than did the tanker

tored MX, however, the LNG pilots' pilots.
performance for leg 4 was still poorer
than that of the tanker pilots under In leg 4, under 40 and 50 knot wind
comparable leg 4 wind conditions. conditions, the control situation for

the LNG pilots deteriorated, even with
(R.L) the higher speeds that were used.

3.2.43 CosistncyDuring the leg 4 portion of the 65 knot
Theconistncyofperormnceinleg runs the LNG pilots stabilized their

The onsstecy f peforanc incontrol and penetrated the channel
4 did not dif fer between the three boundaries fewer times (leg 4 - 8,vessels for any wind condition. For
leg 1, the LNG pilots' controllability cmae wihlgI- 13). This

increase in controllability was onlyfor like wind conditions was poorer atie ysbtnilyicesn
(less consistent) than the tanker si pe ymr hn6%(. s
pilots' performance. As indicated in ship kspdb) oetan.%(. s
3.2.4.2, the LNG pilots' consistency of 1. nt)
performance improved in leg 4 com-
pared to leg 1.

3.2.4.A Rudder Crossings and Rudder
Usage (ILL)

3.2.4.4 Ship Speed, S (R.E.)
Average rudder angle and number of

For equivalent wind magnitudes, the rudder crossings for the LNG pilots at
pilots of all three vessels on average various wind levels are shown in
increased their speed during leg 4 Figure 3-10. Once again the higher

*compared with leg 1. For the higher ship speeds in leg 4 compared with leg
wind conditions in leg I the LNG pilots I probably account for the trends

*attained approximately six knots of shown. At higher ship speed, less
ship speed compared with tanker pilot rudder was needed because the rudder
speeds of approximately five knots. In became more effective. With higher
leg 4, the LNG pilots substantially speed the LNG vessel becames more
increased their speed to maintain con- controllable, and therefore less zero

jtrollability, reaching an average speed rudder crossings were exhibited.
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3.2..7 Rudder Effect Catchdlms When the leg 4 trends for Wr and
number of boundary penetrations are

It is difficult to draw definitive con- examined for the 65 knot wind
clusions from this particular set of condition, it appears that the average
comparisons. Without question, the 11+ knots used at the highest level of
LNG pilots had more difficulty with wind by the LNG pilots was adequate

. controllability than the tanker pilots to gain a measure of control over the
did, but this was true in most of the vessel. That is to say, the trends in
analyses performed within this experi- Tr and boundary penetrations were
ment. reversed somewhat at the highest wind

level investigated because of the
With this type of research, using prac- excessive speeds that were used.
ticing mariners in realistic environ-
ments, the investigator can request 3.2.5 Exprience
that the test subjects/pilots maintain son C .)
given levels of the controlled vari-
ables. However, when the pilot's per- To obtain the necessary data for the
ceptions of vessel safety come into previously discussed analyses, test
play, the experienced mariner "does subjects were randomly selected from
what has to be done," even if it means numerous pilot associations. The main
breaking some of the experiment's criterion was that the test subjects
ground rules. All subjects were told to were full branch pilots with experi-
maintain theif ship speed at five ence on the class of vessel which each
knots, with most of the tanker pilots would conn during the experiment.
varying somewhat from this level as During the experimental runs it
anticipated. The LNG pilots, however, seemed to the investigators that the
departed radically at tirr*A from the performance of pilots obtained from

" required level, forcing the investiga- one particular pilot organization was
tor/analyst to make inferences in an "better" than from all other organiza-
attempt to discern the motivation for tions. This was a subjective evalua-
such action. tion based on aperiodic observations.

The particular pilot organization
Leg 4 for the LNG vessel was designed involved was heavily experienced in a
as the portion of the channel requiring long, very narrow channel, and the
a reversed rudder effect, and average question arose as to whether or not
LNG ship speed in this leg was this experience was contributing to
substantially higher than leg I for all the apparent performance level.
wind levels. Also, ship speed There was also the question as to
increased in each leg as wind level whether or not the "superior" perform-
increased. Since the LNG pilots felt ance actually existed or was merely a
that they needed more speed when the subjective anomaly based on incom-
wind was coming from 600 (leg 4) plete observations.
compared with 105o0 (leg 1), and that
they needed even more as wind A mini-analysis suggested itself and
velocities increased to 65 knots, it two additional subjects were selected
would appear that the rudder reversal from that pilot organization to make
effect did actually influence the an additional grouping of six pilots.
controllability and decision-making This "specialized experience" group
process of the pilots of the LNG consisted of three pilots who conned
vessel. the 80K tanker, one who conned a 30K
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- tanker, and two an LNG vessel. The "favoring" the S.E. group is apparent
data for this group were for transits but quite weak. All other measures

" under bank conditions, ie., conditions show no differences between the
identical to transits studied in the groups.

. main comparison. From the remaining
main subject data pool a similar group Based on the results of this sampling it
of six pilots (three 80K, one 30K, and would appear that specialized experi-
two LNG) was randomly selected and ence was of no consequence as a
their performance results were corn- factor in the demonstrated piloted
piled for comparison with the special- performance. It may very well be,
ized experience group. The objective though, that the mixing of the data for
of these comparisons was to determine all ship types together in one group
if the S.E. group performance was may have lessened the differences
truly significantly better, since this that could have been exhibited
could have interesting possibilities between the groups. Pilots were ob-
regarding experience and training tained at random from various pilot
ramifications, especially for narrow organizations, with only four originally
channel passages. drawn from the S.E. pilot organiza-

tion. These latter pilots had been
Four performance measures were assigned to different vessels; there-
analysed as part of the S.E. compari- fore, without a large number of addi-
sons: TXf, S, C, and boundary penetra- tional test subjects a ship comparison
tions. The only significant difference was not possible in the S.E. set of
in performance between the two analyses. This would suggest that
groups was for the TX7 measure, and future S.E. experimentation could
the findings for the mean values are address the issue of ship comparison
shown in Table 3-12. A trend from the outset of the experimental

TABLE 3-12. ABSOLUTE MAGNITUDE OF DISTANCE OFF-TRACK, iff
(SE. COMPARISON)

Speciazed
Wind Experienced Other

Wind Side Speed Oct) Group Group

Starboard 40 84 77

50 87 106

65 93 99

Port 40 75 144

50 118 129

65 114 126

p < 0.05
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design and planning, with the possibil- and are based on the results obtained
ity of drawing stronger or even differ- from each subject Xrouping under the
ent conclusions, given wind conditions. For example,

the six LNG pilots each transited the
channel under 65 knots of starboard

3.3 SUMMARY GROUND TRACKS wind. For each position along the
track the six values of off-track

The data of the sample groupings of deviation were averaged, a standard
pilots discussed in paragraph 3.2.1 deviation was computed, and the larg-
have also been assembled and pre- est and smallest values of off-track
sented within this section as graphical deviation were noted. At the correct
representations of the average ship position along the track this average
ground tracks for channel transits for value of distance off-track was
each wind condition with bank forces plotted relative to the channel center-
in effect. The basic chart for the pre- line and a line, centered at the aver-
sentation of this information is shown age with a total length equal to two
in Figure 3-12, which represents the standard deviations, was also drawn.
four 300 foot wide legs and the final Ship passage is from left to right on
600 foot wide leg. Legs I and 2 are the graph, with starboard deviation
continuous segments, as ate legs 3 and off-track displaced below the center-
4. The turn, which falls between legs line and port deviation plotted above
2 and 3, has been eliminated from the the center. The maximum and mean
graph, as has the transition segment values at each position were indicated
between legs 4 and 5. Data are pre- by small circles. The repetitive plot-
sented at one-eighth mile increments, ting of the pertinent data for each 1/8

-. C/L CDU"
o-3--ta

--L E G 1 - E G 2m L E G 3 -- -L E G 4 -L E G 5 --

A A A

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5

NAUTICAL MILES

Figure 3-12. Basic Summary Ground Track Chart
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mile position in the five legs allows values for the higher port wind levels
for an overview of each group's per- was almost the full channel width andv
formance under the given Wind condi- in facto the ship's center of gravity for
tions. These plots have been assem- one 30K tanker run actually went out-
bled for all six wind conditions and for side of the channel boundary under the
ail three groupings of pilots. The data 65 knot port wind condition.
used were based on the track of the
center of gravity of each vessel in
each run, and do not account for the 3.3.3 LNG Carrier

* length or width of the ships them-
*selves. The summary graphs for the perform-

ance of the LNG pilots awe shown in
Figure 3-15. Upon examination, sev-

3.3.1 30K Tanker eral overall trends emerge. The aver-
The raps fr th si wid leel on- age tracks become poorer (larger dis-
Thegrahs or he ix indlevl cn- tance off-track) as a function of

*ditions for the S0K tanker runs are increased winds. Performance under
shown in Figure 3-13. The average conditions of port winds tends to
track for starboard winds Are slightly mirror the starboard wind effects.
to port,' ie., to leeward, and for port

*winds are also slightly, though to a Variability of performance as shown
*greater degree, towards the leeward by the length of the two standard

side. The variability (two standard de- deviation lines and the maximum and
viation lines) appears to be smaller minimum off-track deviation "traces"
with both port and starboard winds for are large (200 to 400 feet) for all wind
the 600 foot leg than for the 800 foot conditions shown. The pattern that
legs. Maximum and minimum off- was noted for the other vessels re-
track deviations, with almost no ex- garding performance in the narrower
ception, fall within plus or minus 200 leg (leg 5) is no longer present; ie.,

*feet of the centerline of the channel. there is no apparent improvement in
performance when the LNG pilots per-
ceived that the channel width require-

3.3.2 30K Tanker ments were more stringent.

The graphs for the 30K tanker runs are The scenario had been designed to
shown in Figure 3-14. The trends allow settling-in (transition) segments

*noted for performance demonstrated prior to legs 1, 3, and 5 by reducing
by the 80K tanker pilots are also seen wind levels in the transition segments
with the 30K tankers. The average to a nominal level of 10 knots. It can

*off-track deviations for the 65 knot be seen at all levels of wind, and most
port wind/30K tanker passages were strikingly at 65 knots, that the LNG
somewhat larger than that found f or pilots entered each of these three legs
starboard winds or with the 80K/65 (1, 3, and 5) in either good position or
knot wind conditions for either wind at least heading toward a better posi-
side. The variability for the port tion relative to the channel center
wind/30K tanker condition was larger track. As progress was made into the
than when starboard winds were legs, however, the wind tended to

*encountered. With a narrower channel dominate the situation and push the
leg, the pilots again maintained a vessels to leeward. As ship position
more controlled performance. The deteriorated the pilots took other
range between maximum and minimum measures to correct the situation.
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•S-7

These measures, as noted previously, tative of the parent pilot populations
included kick turns which resulted in from which they were drawn; namely,
increases in vessel speed as pilots pilot organizations with personnel
sought to maintain control. Overall, experienced on at least one of the
the average positions of ship track three vessels studied, (LNG carrier,

* *indicate that the LNG pilots were 80K tanker, and 30K tanker). It is, of
having great difficulties maintaining a -course, desirable to extrapolate from
steady course, especially under the the sample group to the parent popula-
higher level wind conditions. tion itself. The experimental data

were therefore subjected to additional
3 ma r dT o - analyses which allowed further infer-S:. 3.3.4 Summary Ground Track Conclu-

ences to be made. These were not sosmuch group-to-group comparisons, but

The results shown in Figures 3-13, comparisons relative to the popula-

3-14, and 3-15 display the same data tions from which the samples were
that was used for the statistical drawn. By statistical manipulation ofthe sample data, estimations wereanalyses discussed in the main corn-

made of the parent populations with
parisons of paragraph 3.2.1, but in the mad th arent popuans with
graphical manner used give more regard to various performance mea-

insight into the trends and the varia- sures.

tions that occurred within the legs Within a given probability of error,
themselves. The 80K tanker pilots estimations were made for all experi-
appeared to have somewhat better
control than did the 30K tanker pilots, enced pilots that might trarsit narrow

but both groups showed less problems

compared with the performance dis- tions. By studying the compositeparent population parameters oh-
played by the pilots conning LNG prn ouain prmtr btained, further inferences were pos-
vessels. Especially at the higher windleves, he potsindiatethatthe sible regarding channel width require-
levels, the plots indicate that the ments for the different ships under
latter group was seen to be fighting severefwindhcodition Thp er
the wind as their vessels headed severe wind conditions. The perform-
towards the channel boundaries. ance measures that were used forthese estimations were absolute mag-

nitude of off-track deviation and con-
3.4 PILOT POPULATION PARA- sistency (variability) of ship track

METER ESTIMATIONS around the average track of the pas-
sage. Estimations of the range of the

The previous sections (3.2 and 3.3) population means were calculated
presented the performance findings from the sample statistics and took
for sample groupings of pilots transit- the form of confidence intervals; that
ing a narrow waterway under various is, the interval in the distribution of
wind conditions. These mariners were the performance measure within which
grouped in accordance with the vessels the population mean ( ) would be
that were conned, and statistical com- expected to be found at a 90% con-
parisons were made between their fidence level.
group performances. Inferences were
then drawn regarding comparative The estimation of the range of values
group controllability difficulties, for for the absolute value of off-

track deviation, IX, is presented in
' The pilots in each ship group were summary graphical form in Figure

randomly selected and were represen- 3-16 for each of the three ships
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LNG 80K 30K The mean for the measure of Wl is
200- always greater or equal to that of the

- actual "signed" off-track deviation, X.
T Therefore these values of the popu-

lation means are more conservative
(greater) than would be estimated

150 from the actual off-track deviation
II T values. Based on these more conser-Ivative figures, the average position of

I I the center of gravity for the LNGI vessel would be expected to be less
100 I than 200 feet from the center in an

tankers would be less than 100 feet.
This is for winds up to and including 50~knots.

50 -

These latter values do not tell the
whole story, however, since they
represent at best only the average
magnitude of vessel track. Consis-

0 4 5 6 4 5 6 4 tency or variability around the mean
50 65 45 50 65 45 50 65 track must also be considered. Figure

WIND (KNOTS) 3-17 indicates the estimation of con-
sistency of the parent populations.
The upper limit of population means

Figure 3-16. /'lt Intervas (90% for this measure varies from approxi-Confidence Level) mately 170 to 180 feet for LNG/large

winds, 90 feet for 80K tankers/large
winds, and 110 to 120 feet for 30K

studied at each of the wind levels that tankers/large winds. Considering the
was investigated. The data are pre- conservative estimates of the mean
sented in more complete tabular form values of off-track deviation and con-
f or this measure, as well as all mea- sistency, it appears that the tanker
sures discussed in this section, in pilots would use approximately half
Appendix C. The upper limit of the (200 feet) of the leeward side of an
confidence interval for the LNG popu- 800 foot channel under these wind
lation mean is 182 feet for a 50 knot conditions that were studied. Al-
wind condition and somewhat smaller, though in the final analysis the deci-
177 teet, for the 65 knot condition. For sion is always the prerogative of the
the 80K tanker the upper limit is ap- mariner on the bridge, the results
proximately 100 feet while the 30K imply that under these extreme con-
tanker has an upper limit at 65 knots ditions tankers of this type could be
of 148 feet. The lower limit, or moved if necessary in an 800 foot
"lowest" average in the interval for channel with winds in the 50 to 65
the larger winds is approximately 145 knot range. Pilots on the LNG carrier,
feet for the LNG, 65 feet for the 80K however, would find that they needed
tanker, and 85 feet for the 30K practically the whole available half
tanker. channel width of 400 feet for winds in
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2 LNG 80K 30K factored and unfactored) as well as
200- consistency (C) and ship speed (S).

When wind levels were increased to 65
knots, the LNG pilots increased their

ir ship speed by more than 2:1 over the
I requested five knots in order to main-

150 tain some level of control. In spite of
this attempt to maintain controllabil-
ity, they obviously had far more diffi-

T culty with their vessels than either
-1 group of tanker pilots did. The net-ioo Iiresult of these difficulties in a narrow

Ichannel passage must be measured
I"-Tagainst safety, in this case the number

of times a portion of the vessel pene-
trated the channel boundaries and

50 shoal area. The LNG pilots' diffi-
culties were manifested by the large
number of such incidents and the fact
that these incidents also increased
with the higher levels of wind.

40 50 65 40 50 65 40 50 65 Inherent wind instabilities for the
three vessels were investigated by

WIND (KNOTS) means of off-line computer analyses,
with the findings presented earlier in

Figure 3-17. PC Intervals (90% the report (paragraph 1.2). The wind
Confidence Level) angles used. in this experiment lie in

the range between 900 and 1350 off
the bow for the tankers and 600 and

i r1200 for the LNG vessel. Both tankersthis range, and would therefre be had been shown to be inherently un-*forced to wait for a change in wind stable in this range of wind angle at

conditions when faced with transits w in this ratio of 8, 10, a
which couple low ship speed and high 13 to-.hseer ratios d

"winds. 13 to I. These were the ratios de-
wsigned into the experiment, and the

instabilities were indicated in the
appropriate figures by the positive

3.5 PERFORMANCE VS. WIND STA- nature of the real part of the roots,
BILITY i.e., the eigenvalues. The LNG vessel,

on the other hand, had negative eigen-
A summary assessment of the per- values for the wind levels and direc-
formance exhibited by the three tions used, and therefore any oscilla-
groupings of pilots indicates that those tions that occurred due to spurious
pilots who conned the LNG carriers forces acting on the LNG tended to
consistently had a more difficult time quickly dampen out. That is to say,
handling their vessels than did the the LNG vessels were operating under
tanker pilots. This was apparent with conditions that were inherently stable
the performance measures of magni- as far as wind instability criteria are
tude of off-track deviation (XIT, both concerned.
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An inspection of the composite find--
ings of performance and inherent ship
instabilities leads to an extremely
interesting conclusion: pilots had NO 'WIND0
more difficulty controlling the more RUDDER: -35O
stable vessel. Conversely, as demon-
strated by performance, the less
stable vessels were more easily con- T
trolled. This points to the fact that 1000' N
the basic wind instability of the yes-LN
sels was not the predominent factor
influencing controllability for the wind
conditions that were investigated.80
The pilots were capable of overcoming
the wind-induced inherent ship insta-30
bilities, and therefore other factors
contributed to the poorer perform-
ances evidenced on the LNG vessel.

What these factors might be is cer-
tainly a question of interest and could
be adequately addressed in a future
research project. This experiment was_____________
primarily structured to examine ship-
handling performance and questions Ft~We 3-18. Ship Turn Rattes,
concernirr. wind stabilities vs. per-NoWn
f ormance. However, some off-lineNoWd
computer simulations were rn al ter
the five analyses had been completed the tankers are capable of building up
to pursue, if only on a preliminary a positive turn rate (with starboard
basis, the question of the difficulties winds), and that the turn can be con-
that the pilots had experienced con- trolled by the amount of rudder
trolling the LNG vessel. A summary applied. The LNG vessel, on the other
of these findings are contained in hand, is seen to be incapable of turn-
Appendix B. They address the nature ing into the wind, or at best has only
of the difficulties that the LNG pilots an extremely small turning capability,
were confronted with while trying to even with the application of a maxi-
turn into the wind. Figure 3-18 indi- mum 350 of rudder. The LNG dis-
cates the turning capability of the played an extremely high degree of
three vessels with no wind, full 350 dietoa-tblt ne hese wind
rudder, and constant engine rpm. The conditions and there was little differ-
rpm on each vessel was set at the ence in turning capability between 0
value required for five knots of ship and 350 of rudder. Therefore, theespeed under constant straight course rudder for these conditions could be
conditions. Figure 3-19 contains corn- referred to as "saturated," ie., having
parable curves for 65 knot starboard little effect. As indicated in Appendix
wind conditions with the indicated B, this turning capability is consider-
rudder angles applied and engine rpm ably improved by the use of a kick
for each vessel maintained at the level turn, i.e., an increase of engine RPM
used for no wind. It can be seen that for a short period to increase rudder
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effectivity. The LNG pilots recog- explains to a large degree the reason
nized this characteristic of their that the average rudder angle did not
vessel and consistently made use of change significantly as a function of
engine speed changes to regain con- wind magnitude in the analysis dis-
trol; that is, to turn the vessel to cussed in paragraph 3.2.1.6.1. The-
windward. "Kicking," so as to turn to LNG pilots found that they were bur-
windward, and the resultant increase dened with a "saturated" rudder and
in their ships' speed were major char- therefore relied mostly on kick turns,
acteristics of the ship-handling proce- as well as increased speed, to control
dures used by the LNG pilots. This their ships.

33
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CHAPTER 4

coucKuaot AIND ItO ENIDAr S

0 The experiment dearly showed a o Ship control difficulties did not
marked difference in narrow correlate in a positive manner
channel ship-handling perform- with inherent wind-based ship
ance by pilots conning the LNG instbities. The Inference that
carriers as compared with those the more unstable vessel would
conning the tankers. Under be more difficult to control was
some conditions of winds, banks, not borne out and, in fact, the
channel widths, etc., differences reverse was found to be true.
between the performances by The LNG vessel was shown to
pilots on the 80K tankers and have a lower level of wind in-
30K tankers were also in evi- duced instabilities, yet the pilots
dence. Overall, the- pilots that conned that ship had the
assigned to the LNG carriers most difficulty with the channel
exhibited the largest degree of passage. Tanker pilots were able
control difficulties under the to overcome their vessels' insta-
extreme wind conditions used in bilities and transited the channel
the experiment. When differ- with less problems. It was ap-
ences existed between perform- parent, therefore, that ship
ance on tankers, the mariners on characteristics other than insta-
the 80K tankers exhibited better bility caused by high wind levels
controllability, were more dominant in the de-

termination of controllability.
o The experimental design as well

as the scenario itself were struc- o The LNG pilots found that their
tured to impose high levels of rudder was not effective under
stress on the men and the ships the wind conditions that they
used in the experiment so as to encountered. They were forced
discern more clearly differences to increase engine rpm to
in performance which might counter the control problems
exist. As a consequence, numer- that they were experiencing and,
ous penetrations of the shoal in an attempt to maintain con-
area and channel boundaries trol, increased the speed of their
occurred, and these became a vessel through the water by
sensitive measure of control more than 100% over the desired
difficulties encountered. The speed.
pilots on the LNG had a larger
number of such incidents than o Based on the sampling techni-
did the tanker pilots, and there ques and analyses that were used
were more of these incidents in this expeiment, estimations of
occurring at higher winds then at probable LNG ship-handling per-
the 40 knot condition. The 30K formance by any experienced
tanker pilots also had a greater pilot indicate that it would be
number of incidents at the highly injudicious to make an
highest wind level, but still far actual passage in a 600 to 800
fewer than the pilots conning the foot waterway without tug
LNG carrier. assistance under any of the wind
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conditions that were studied. afterthought, ie., after the
This would especially be true if experiment had commenced.
the vessels, for any reason, were The question of specific types of
unable to have their speed experiences affecting perform-
through the water increased to ance in a narrow channel would
more than 10 knots. benefit from a more thorough

detailed investigation.
o The 8OK tanker pilots made use

. of the channel banks as an aid o On most ships, including an LNG
during the passages through the vessel, a positive rudder causes a
narrow waterway. Transits turn to port. For certain par-
through a channel with banks ticular wind directions and mag-
was safer (fewer boundary pene- nitudes, an anomoly occurs in
trations) than those passages the ship-handling characteristics
which occurred in a channel that of the LNG, resulting in a posi-

* had no banks. The pilots also tive rudder causing a turn to
progressed through the banked starboard. The effects on per-
channels at a slightly higher formance of this "rudder rever-
speed then when no banks were sal phenomenon" were studied
present. during the experiment but the

findings were inconclusive. The
o The 600 foot channel width general difficulties that the LNG

affected the LNG pilots to a pilots faced with ship control-
greater degree than it did those lability overshadowed any
who conned the tankers. The "special effects" differences in
trend of decreased safety with ship handling that might exist.
increased wind levels that was By increasing their speed in the
observed for the 800 foot wide 'Yeverse rudder" portion of the
channel segment did not occur channel the pilots attained much
when the channel was only 600 better control, thereby masking
feet wide. The LNG pilots per- any difficulties that existed
ceived that the narrower channel because of a lack of familiarity
would be more difficult/danger- with this phenomenon. This
ous and substantially increased question, related to "reverse
their ship's speed during that rudder effects," would also bene-
portion of the passage to acquire fit from more detailed future
a greater degree of control over research.
their vessel.

o Pilots were shown to be capable
o Prior experience with a very of overcoming the wind-based

narrow channel did not surface instabilities of their vessels, and
as a significant factor in the therefore differences in per-

" performance exhibited in 800 formance in heavy winds were
and 600 foot wide channel seg- caused by other ship character-
ments. This finding was most istics. An example of one such
probably caused by the structur- ship characteristic is the deve-
ing of the samples used in the lopment of a turn rate. Analyses
mini-analysis of this particular have shown that the LNG vessel
issue since the "experience exhibits an extremely limited
factor" was investigated as an capability for the development
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of a turn rate into the wind the controllability problems for
caused by exceptional levels of the LNG in winds and how ship-
directional stability. Further handling performance can be
research could address issues of better managed in narrow water-
which characteristics dominate ways.
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APPEIC(IXA

THE COMPUTER AIDED OPERATIONS RESEARCH FACILITY (CAORF)

A.I DESCRIPTION OF CAORF and drives the appropriate bridgeindicators.

CAORF is the sophisticated ship-

maneuvering simulator operated by the o Image Generator, which con-
U.S. Maritime Administration for con- structs the computer-generated". trolled research into man-ship-environ- visual image of the surrounding
ment problems. Controlled experi- environment and traffic ships that
ments, which might require several yes- is projected onto a cylindrical
sels, cannot be performed readily In the screen for visual realism.
real world and would certainly be ruled
out for testing situations that involve o Radar Signa Generator, which
potential danger. Such experiments can synthesizes video signals to stim-
be performed safely and easily at ulate the bridge radars and colli-
CAORF. A simplified cutaway of the sion avoidance system for the dis-
simulator building is shown in Figure play of traffic ships and surround-
A-I and the relationships among the ing environment.
major subsystems are illustrated in
Figure A-2. o' Control Station, from which the

experiment is started and stop-
All actions called for by the watch ped, traffic ships and environment
officer on the bridge are fed through a can be controlled, mechanical
central computer that alters the visual failures can be introduced, and
scene and all bridge displays and re- external communications with
peaters in accordance with the calcu- ownship's bridge can be simulated.
lated dynamic response of ownship and
the environmental situation being o Human Factors Monitoring Station,
simulated. CAORF has the capability from which unobtrusive observa-
of simulating any ship, port, or area in tion and video recording of test
the world. The major subsystems are: subject behavior can be carried

out by experimental psycholog-
ists.

o Wheelhouse, which contains all
equipment and controls needed by
the test subject watch officer to A.2 SIMULATED BRIDGE
maneuver ownship through a sce-
nario, including propulsion and The simulated bridge consists of a
steering controls, navigational wheelhouse 20 feet (6.1 m) wide and 14
equipment and communication feet (4.3 m) deep. The equipment on
gear. the CAORF bridge is similar to that

normally available in the merchant
o Central Data Processor, which fleet and responds with realistically

computes the motion of ownship duplicated time delays and accuracy.
in accordance with its known The arrangement is based on contem-

* characteristics, models the be- porary bridge design and includes the
havior of all other traffic ships, following equipment:

A-I
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9- HUMAN FACTORS

MONITORING STATION

: PROJECTORS

-S

=' SCREEN

.- CONTROL

INDUSTRIAL
LIAISON CENTER

WHEELHOUSE

Figure A-1. Cutaway of CAORF Building

o Steering Controls And Displays - a respective indicators and status
gyropilot helm unit with standard lights.

• steering modes, rate of turn indi-
cator, rudder angle/rudder order o Navigation Systems - two radars
indicators, and gyro repeaters. capable of both relative and true

motion presentations, plus a colli-

o Propulsion Controb and Displays - sion avoidance system. Capabil-
an engine control panel (capable ity exists for future additions

of simulating control from either such as a digital fathometer,
Radio Direction Finder, and Loranbtidge or engine room) containing

a combined engine order tele- C andOmegasystems.
graph/throttle, an rpm indicator o Communications - simulated

Sand a switch for selecting the VHF/SSB radio, docking loud-
operating mode, such as finished speaker (talkback) system, sound
with engine, warm up, maneuver- powered phones and ship's whistle.

-, ing and sea speed.

o Wind Indicators - indicate to the
o Thruster Controls and Displays - bridge crew the true speed and

bow and stern thrusters and their direction of simulated wind.
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A OWNSHD MULATION A. IMAGE GENERATION

Any ship can be simulated at CAORF. The visual scene is generated at
The computerized equations of motion CAORF to a degree of realism suffi-
are adapted to the ship by changing cient for valid simulation. The scene
specific coefficients, among which are (Figure A-3) Includes all the man-made

. hydrodynamic, inertial, propulsion, structures and natural components of
thruster, rudder, aerodynamic, etc. the surrounding scene that mariners
Wind and currents realistically affect familiar with the geographical area
ship motion according to draft (loaded deem necessary as cues for navigation.
or ballasted) and relative speed and
direction. Ownship's computer model Thus, bridges, buoys, lighthouses, tall
was validated by comparing various buildings, mountains, glaciers, piers,
simulated maneuvers e.g., zig-zag, coastlines, and islands would be de-
turning circle, spiral, crash stop, and picted in the scene. In addition, the

* acceleration tests) with sea trail data. closest traffic ships and the forebody of

o'o,

Figure A-3. Typical Simulated Visual Scene at CAORF

A-4
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ownship appear. All elements in the as 40O moving traffic ships can be
scene appear to move in response to displayed. The radar signal generator
ownship's maneuvers. The sky is de- also drives -the collision avoidance
picted without clouds and the water system, which can be slaved to either
without waves. of the master PPIs.

For enhanced realism the scene is pro-
jected in full color. The perspective is A.6 CONTROL STATION
set for the actual bridge height above

*waterline for the simulated ship. Sha- The Control Station (Figure A-4) is the
dowing can be varied according to the central location from which the simula-
position of the sun at different times of tor experiment is controlled and moni-
day. tored. An experiment can be initiated

anywhere within the visual gaming area
Environmental conditions also affect with any ship traffic configuration.
the scene. The lighting can be varied The Control Station enables the re-
continuously from full sun to moonless searchers to interface with the watch-
night. At night, lights can be seen on standing crew on the bridge, to simu-
traffic vessels, buoys, piers, and other late malfunctions, and to control the
points ashore. Visibility in the day or operating mode of the simulator. The
night can be reduced to simulate any Control Station is also capaL'- of con-
degree of fog or haze. trolling motions of traffic ships and

tugs in the gaming area and simulating
telephone,. intercom, radio (VHF, SSB)

A.5 RADAR SIGNAL GENERATION and whistle contact with the CAORF
bridge crew.

The Radar Signal Generator produces
real-time video signals for driving the
two radar PPIs. The items displayed A.7 HUMAN FACTORS MONITO)R-
are synchronized with the visual s;cene ING STATION
and include navigation aids, s;hips,
shorelines and other topographical The Human Factors Monitoring Station
features with appropriate target (Figure A-5) is designed to allow collec-
shadowing, clutter, range attenuation, tion of data on crew behavior. Moni-
and receiver noise. The radar gaming toring data is provided by f ive closed-
area, which covers an area of 150 by circuit TV cameras and four micro-
200 miles, extends beyond the visual phones strategically located throughout

-'gaming area, which is 50 by 100 miles. the wheelhouse to record all activities,
Within the radar gaming area, as many comments and commands.
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APPENDIX B

EFFECT OF WIND ON SHIP CONTROLLABILITY, STABILITY
AND MANEUVERABILITY

The CAORF on-line Simulator is pre- The maneuvering program was exten-
sently investigating pilot controllabil- ded with additional subroutines to
ity and ship maneuverability for evaluate the s etability igenvalues
several classes of ships passing associated with the perturbation equa-
through restricted waterways. These tions which arise from linearizing the
studies are designed to investigate the non-linear ship dynamic-. about the
difficulties encountered by experi- equilibrium cruise condition. The
enced pilots while conning different approch is similar to that used by
classes of ships through a narrow Eda(|) in 1968 to analyze the low
channel. The pilot's task is normally speed controllability of the Mariner-
complicated with the presence of dis- class vessel in wind. Eda investigated
turbances due to changes in the local the stability of these ships for both
winds and tides and is further bur- the unsteered and the automatically
dened with changing hydrodynamic steered modes of operation. His find-
effects due to variations in ings are summarized in Figure B-1
depth/draft ratio and bank effects where the real part of the dominate
throughout the passage. The on-line eigenvalues are plotted for various
study presents the pilots with a single wind conditions. He concludes that
450 turn channel which must be "Comparison of the figures shows the
transited at a moderately low ship great improvement in stability in wind
speed of five knots, under wind can be achieved by the introduction of
conditions which reach the level of 65 a control system (or an experienced
knots. At these severe wind helmsman)."
magnitudes different vessels exhibit
differential levels of wind-based Wind stability was examined for two
inherent ship instabilities, and the different CAORF tankers and one
study is designed to investigate the liquidfied natural gas ship. Table B-I
manner in which pilots can adjust to indicates the ship type, tonnage, and
these difficulties during their channel wind conditions studied.
passages. Since a complete stability
analysis was not available for the Additional subroutines were included
CAORF ship models considered for to determine the trim conditions for
these studies it was requested that the rudder angle, sideslip angle, and
Grumman Research augment the off- propeller RPM required to maintain a
line Optimal Ship Maneuvering Pro- straight track when ship speed, course,
gram to determine ship stability (or and wind speed and direction are
instability) for given wind strengths given.
and directions.

(I) Eda, H., Low Speed Controllability of Ships in Wind, Journal of Ship Research,
*j Sept. 1968, p. 181-200.
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TASi E B. CON1ITIN STUDED

Ship Type Ship Spmd Ratio

Tanker 30,000 DWT 5, 8, 10, 13

Tanker 30,000 DWT 5,8, 10, 13

LNG 125,000 m3  5, 8, 10, 13

YUDYT Tanke
12 UNSTEERED SHIP The equilibrium or trim value of the

10 8 "rudder angle is given in Figure B-2 for
8 UA-13U various relative wind strengths and
6 directions. For this ship very little

. 3 U trim rudder is required for winds from
4 A the bow (*A < 600); note that only 4o

of port rudderis needed to balance a
2 UASstrong wind (UA= 13U) at *A =6 00.

0. This figure summarizes the common
-2'ship characteristic which requires in-;' -2

creasing trim angles for beam winds of
-4 increasing strength and only minor

Reu VERSUS WIND DIRECTION rudder angles for winds from the bow
or stern. For the moderate wind of

4 UA = 8U blowing from the stern quar-
STEERED SHIP ter (*A = 1250 -1650) the curve is

2 A shown dotted to indicate wind condi-
S0 gr 10, is? tions for which the wind/ship speed

-Ao 0 .!hb ratio cannot be maintained at eight
-2 U U -  with a positive value of propeller rpm
-4 N), that is, trim or equilibrium can

only be attained with reverse propeller
Reo VERSUS WIND DIRECTION rpm. Another common handling char-

acteristic is the loss of ship controll-
Figure B-1 Stability Analysis of ability which occurs when the trim

Mariner-Class Vessels by value for the rudder reaches its maxi-
Eda mum deflection. This usually occurs

for strong winds from the beam which
create significant lateral forces and

The salient features of the results of cause sideslip and a resulting hydro-
this investigation for the three ships dynamic moment which can only be
are given in Figures B-2 through B-Il. counteracted with large rudder deflec-
Summarized are the equilibrium rud- tions.der.i angles and the eigenvaues (realpart only) of the perturbation equa- This tanker would lose controllability

tions indicative of the degree of sta- if operated in wind/ship speed ratios
bility for an unsteered ship. of 12 or greater and with wind
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direction of 100 or more. To
regain control of the ship If these
wind conditions were ever en-
countered, the helmsman would -
either have to increase propeller
rpm and thereby reduce the 4.0
wind/ship speed ratio or he would /

have to steer another course
direction resulting In 'a more
favorable relative wind direction.

The equilibrium subroutine deter-; ~mines the trim values for the rudder., ,

angle, the sideslip and the propeller •
rpm for prescribed values of ship _________-_13U "MI IM

. speed and heading, and wind speed M. MN . (OL)
and direction. Therefore, In addi-
tion to the trim rudder angles given Ffi are B-3 IZgmvahw (Rea Pot)
in Figure B-2 similar plots are Vown Wind 09W uud
available for trim values of sideslip Direction for 30,000 DWT

:1 angle and propeller rpm. Tanker

Associated with the controllability
of a ship is Its longitudinal direc- away from the equilibrium conditions.
tional stability or Its ability to The nature of the solution to the per-
maintain a given course when wind turhation equations can be determined
perturbations cause the ship to by plotting the egenvalues on a root
deviate from the equilibrium condi- locus plot for variations in wind speed
tions. To analyze directional stabl- and direction. These plots indicate
ity, subroutines were developed to whether the responses are stable or
evaluate the egenvalues of the per- unstable, and provide data on frequ-
turbation equations which result ency of oscillation and the time con-
from linearizing the non-linear ship stants or damping coefficients from
dynamics. It should be recognized the real and Imaginary parts of the
that the perturbation analysis is eigenvalue. To investigate the ques-
valid for only small disturbances tion of stability it is only necessary to

50 MAX RUDDER know the sign of the real parts of the
0 5u0- ANLEroots. Therefore the same conventionF40 A !Eas Dr. Eda's of plotting only the real40 part of the critical eigenvalue for var-
.3. 30 latons In wind s used. It is evident
, 20 -0_ __ __from Figure B-3 that the qnsteered

ship Is stable for all winds from the
- 10 - bow quarter (*A = 00 -750) and exhi-

bits a damped oscillatory response to a
0 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 wind disturbance due to the negative
ABSOLUTE WIND ANGLE - (DEGREES) real part of the eigenvalues and the

-2 ulrum Rudder fact that It s Indicatedas a complex

Angles Yorm R dan root. For winds from the beam (*A=
Diretin for30000DWT 730 -120o) the ship exhibits an un-
Directonfor 30,000 stable response for changes in wind
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strength or direction when no
steering Is taken, that is e On
perturbation .aysis predicts the
yaw rate and heading to increase 4.0
exponentially unbounded. In reality e-

the ship will change its heading until .
a relative wind angle is reached
(bow or stern) which causes a stable
response for the ship. 0.

80,000 DVT Tanker IM m",

Figure B-4 indicates that the rudder M, 3 M wM mat. # (in.)
trim required for wind disturbances
by the 80,000 DWT tanker has the
same general character as that for FfgA 8-5 lgenvlue (Real Port)
the 30,000 DWT tanker (Figure B-2). Versus Wind Si09d Od
There is a quantitative difference Direction for 80,000 DWT
though; the 80,000 DWT tanker re- Tanke
quires about twice the rudder angle
to trim for the same wind condition.
Again for moderate winds (UA = SU)
from the stern quarter, reverse pro- bow (00 - 300) as shown in Figure B-5.
peller rpm is required to maintain For small perturbations from trim, the
the wind/ship speed ratio. Rudder yaw rate for the ship would oscillate
saturation accompanied with a loss with ever increasing amplitude If no
of controllability occurs for strong action were taken by the helmsman.
winds (UA = 13U) at a beam wind The ship becomes stable for winds
direction of 1000. from the bow quarter (*A = 300 - 800)

and exhibits the characteristic of im-
Unlike the 30,000 DWT tanker, the proved stability for greater wind
80,000 DWT tanker is directionally strength in this region. For winds
unstable for winds directly from the from the beam (*A = 800 - 1200), the

ship is unstable and responds with an
AX RUUDER exponentially increasing yaw rate.

40 To verify the stability of these ships
cc i predicted by the perturbation analysis,

U 0 5 50K trajectories were generated with the
2 0  50K Ship Maneuvering Program using the

M 40K non-linear dynamic equations. In par-
ticular, for the 80,000 DYT tanker
three wind conditions were considered;

E 30 ND 60 GLE 9 120 E150Estrong winds (UA = 13U) blowing from
ABSOLUTE MIND)ANGLE - (DEGREES) the (absolute) directions of 100, 600

and 1200. Figure B-5 predicts an
Figure B-4 EWuilibrum Rudder unstable, stable, and an unstablere-

Veraa Wind ed ond sponse for these wind conditions. For
Direction. for 80,000 the simulations the ship was initiallzed
DWT Tan~ with the necessary trim values

B.,
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for rudder angle and pro- - _ __"

peller rpm. The, required JNAX~hI _

angles to maintain the ship on O a +SO-
course-made-good re .750, 53
and 20, respectively. To provide a-4 .
perturbation, from the wind equili- +30
brium conditions the ship was in- +20-__
itiallzed with 00 sideslip rather than
the above trim values. The time +10
histories for the ships heading for R

the three wind conditions are shown M Iin U R

in Figure B-6 where the nature of 10
the solution is of the form predicted -20
by the analysis. With the wind from AsSOLUTE MIND ANGLE - (DEGREES)
the bow (*A -10o) the heading is an
unstable increasing oscillatory re-
sponse; for a wind from the bow Ft . B-7 Equllta Rudder
quarter (*A = 600) the response is a Angles Versus Wind
stable damped oscillatory motion; Speed ad Direction
and for a wind from the beam the for LNG Carir
heading increases in an exponen-
tially unstable manner.

wheelhouse design. The LNG has large
LNG 123,000 m3 Carrler tanks which rise well above deck level

and present a large sail area over its
This ship has very different aero- entire length resembling a lightly
dynamic characteristics compared loaded tanker or ocean liner.
to either the 30,000 DWT tanker
with a central wheelhouse or the These differences are immediately
30,000 DWT tanker with a stern evident from the trim rudder angles

required for various wind conditions
shown in Figure B-7. For light winds

MIND - 65 nos (UA < 5U) the rudder angles are simi-
uA -13U lar to those for the tankers, but for

moderate-to-strong winds (UA > 5U)
from the beam the characteffstics
vary dramatically. For wind/ship

AA lop ° speed ratios greater than 10 the LNG
-10 requires a reversed rudder angle, that

X" 12&:,,zo°  %/ is, for UA = 13U and *A = 900 the
rudder must be held at 100 starboard

0 . .0 4 to maintain trim. In comparison, for
TIME, IN. the same wind condition the 30,000

DWT tanker requires a 100 port rudder
while the 80,000 DWT tanker needs
200 port rudder for equilibrium. These

Figure B-6 80,000 DWT Taker Yaw rudder reversals could cause control
Response Riduced by problems for inexperienced pilots
Smal Perturbations assigned to the LNG.



• "The LNG is more unstble than 
50,00 DYTf tankeer for all wbd -NO M1110
from the bow, as Illustrated In
Figure B-. That , the magnitude RUODER: -350
of the real part of the dominate
elgenvahue is three to four times Vthat for the 80,000 DWT" tanker 
Indicating a corresponding change -in LNG
the time constant associated with
the exponential divergence. In
contrast, the LNG exhibits greater S8K
stability for al wind strengths from
the beam direction (*A = 600
1200). The ship becomes unstable 30K
and uncontrollable for winds from
he stem quarter. In particular, for

low wind/ship speed ratios (UA <
3U) the ship has unstable
eigenvalues as shown. In addition,
for higher wind speed (UA > 8U) the
LNG is not only unstable" but is
uncontrollable with only rudder con-
trol since the maximum rudder
angle constraint is violated for Figure B-9 Turnng Circles for
these wind conditions. Maximunt Starboard

Rudder

911P I Mnuvrailty

,._ _ _Because the pilots operating the LNG
UK M on the CAORF Simulator commented

*"" urn' on the ship's poor handling character-
istics in strong winds, a study was

- made using the off-line simulation
code to verify these responses. The
response of the three ships to hard
over rudder command without wind

.o.i a were studied first. Then the ability of!.f the ships to turn from a wind equili-
1. brium condition (strong winds from the

beam) was investigated. Finally the
_______________. ___. _ use of a kick rudder maneuver was

-4.M M1a. 0 (1) simulated for the LNG.

The turning circles or maneuvering
capabilities for the three ships using

Figure B-8 Elgenvalue (Real Part) maximum starboard rudder (8 = -3i ° )
Versus Wind Speed and are shown In Figure B-9. The 10-
Direction for LNG minute simulated trajectories were
Carrier generated without wind and show
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that the 3 O,000 DWT tanker can in Fir B-10 both the 30,000 DYT
maneuver inside the 80,000 DIWT and 0 DiT aes no
tanker which can, in turn, out- problem rmmeuvering either Into or
maneuver the LNG. away from the wind with even mod-

erate levels of rudder command. In.
Even though the LNG has the lar- comparlson, the LNG has extremely
gest turn radius It still has a re- little capability to "come up into the
spectful maneuvering capability for wind" and only limited ability to even
the no-wind situation, turn away.

For strong winds from the beam the Therefore, pilots are expected to have
maneuverability of the LNG Is severe handling problems when man-
dramatically reduced. The trim or euvering the LNG in stron winds with
equilibrium conditions for the ships only rudder commands. This situation
given in Table B-2 were determined led to investigating the potential of
for a wind/ship speed ratio of 13 and using a kick rudder command to im-
with the wind blowing from an ab- prove the -LNG maneuverability. A
solute direction of 900. The table series of kick rudder maneuvers were
illustrates the rudder reversal re- executed starting from the trimmed
quired by the LNG for this wind conditions for the beam wind given in
condition and shows the excessive Table B-i. At the point of control
sideslip angle (20.80) needed for initiation the rudder was commanded
trim. to hard over starboard (8 = -350) while

the propeller revolutions were
All three ships were initialized with increased above the trim value there-
the above trim conditions, then by Improving the rudder effectveness.
variations over the entire range of The Improved LNG maneuverability
possible rudder commands (35 < 8 using kick rudder s shown in Figure B-
< 350) were used to simulate t9*elr II for various levels of propeller rpm
range of maneuverability. As seen and in particular for N = 70 rpm

TABLE B-2 TRIM CONDITIONS

Rudder Angle Sideslip Angle Revolutins
Ship Type (deg.) (deg.) N (rpm)

30,000 DWT
Tanker 11.9 6.8 55.7

80,000 DWT
Tanker 19.5 7.6 58.,

LNG 125,000 m3

Carrier -10.4 20.8 44.9

UA = 65 knots, Uo = 5knots
*A = 900, Course-Made-Good = 00

.B-7".
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Figure B-10 Maeuver Capaiity
Initiated froma

" Boom Wind Condition N] ONs

the kick rudder affords the LNG
comparable turning performance to

• . the no-wind cas of Figure 5-9.

3.' ' In conclusion, it has been shown that
,. the LNG is less maneuverale than

the 0,000 DWT tanker which in,
turn is worse than the 30,000 DWT 70

tanker for no-wind situations. When
the LNG 13 operated in strong winds
from the beam It exhibits extremely

: .: limited turning capability for rud
|i der-only commands and must rely on
- a kick rudder maneuver. This man-

e*' uver ultimately reduces the

.-•Increases the LNG's turning

.... performanc. wt

-mile
w,~

90.5

F rFigure B-1 LNG Carer Meuvertng

kdtiatedt Initiaaed

Bfroma Bom WCo Using
theKick c duddo

.4.
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APUIU3 C

11M7DUM AND STMWEAl, AMALYW

The experiment desig was structured aWe F), Wind Ratio (Variable B) MWd
arounad three principal independient Wid Side (Variable C) were 11pri.
variables mental variabil.' The expers -

design for this study Is shown~ in Table
A) ShpType C-3 as a tVee6-factar mixed design

1) 123,000 m3 LNG carrier with Dank Effects 4,the between-
2) 80,000 DWT tanke groups variable and with Wind. Ratio
3) 30,000 DYT tanker and Wind Side as within-sujects Vul-

ables Seventy-two runis comprised
B) Wind Ratio this sub-experiment with half In each

1) al1 bank effect condition. NO attempt
2) lINl was mae to counterbalaence the bank
3) 13:1 effects factor since the six subjects

participating in the no-banks condition
C) Wind Side were run In an unstructured random

1) Pt mnnr
2) Starboard

In the second sub-exeriment, Pilot
These variables were combined in a Experience Group (Variable 01, Wind
completely factorilt mixed design Ratio, (Variable B) and Wind Side (Vwl-

arrngment (Table C-1). In the able C) were experimental variables
mxed design model Sit (A3) B3 CZ wile Ship Type was equally repre-

each of the IS subjects was observed sented far both Experience- Groups
under only one of the three levels of and, theref ore, not treated as an ex-
the between.-groups, variable A (Ship perimental variable. The experiment
Type) and under each of the sMx c"nd- design for this study Is shown In Table
tiaws of variables B (Wind Ratio) and C C-4 as a three factor mixed design
(Wind Side). A total of 108 runs with Pilot Experience Group as the

*comprised the main experi"met between-groups factor and with Wind
Ratio and Wind Side as within-subjects

The run order mau ix Is shown in Table variables. Since this sub-experiment
C-2. The sequence for testing Ship, used data from the main experiment
Type wa san alternating me as indi- no addtional counterbalancing Of run
cated uWder the Subfect Run Order sequence was necessary.
columno within each level of Ship
Type, the order for testing Wind Ratio
is counter-balanced with Wind Side Daft Anase
alternating on each successive rum.

Throughout this section frequent
Tosupplemental, sub-experiamts reference is mae to the "probablitywr onutdapat thovrl or *level of significance associated

Investigation. In the first, Ship TYPe with specific results Of statistical
was constnt, utiliin only the 80,00 analyses. The reported probability
DWT tanker, while Bank Effects (Van-- value (p) represents the likelihood that

C-1
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results as larp or larger then those The Bank Effects factor and its
obtained in the experiment data cotd interactions are the primary
be due to random or* du ftrce s cen c the nalysis and it is
outside the scope of the Investigatin referred to as the "Bank-No
For example, If one were comparing Bank Analyses."
two sample statistics, e.g., means, and
reported that the means differed sl- 3. A comparison of ship control
nificantly from one another at the p < performance in two sections of
0.05 level of significance, there is a the test channel, Sections 1 and
probability of no greater than 0.05 5, form the basis of the "Channel
that the observed difference was due Width Analyses". The ANOVA
to chance variation. Therefore, there model used in this analysis
is a 0.95 probability that the differ- (Table C-7) enabled significance
ence observed in the sample reflects a determinations for Channel
difference attributable to some sys- Width (Variable D) and all possi-
tematic influence, i.e., a factor sys- ble interactions of this factor
tematically manipulated in the experi- with Ship Type (Variable A),
ment. Such differences are referred Wind Ratio (Variable B) and Wind
to as "statistically significant." Side (Variable C).

Data analyses of the performance 4. A comparison was conducted to
4 measures that are discussed in this evaluate "Pilot Experience

report utilized the analysis of variance Group" (Variable E) and its inter-
(ANOVA) technique. active effects with Wind Ratio

(Variable B) and Wind Side (Vari-
Five different ANOVA models were able C). The ANOVA model used
used for data analyses purposes in this for this analysis is outlined in
investigation: Table C-.

I. The ANOVA model outlined in 5. The final ANOVA model used in
Table C-5 enabled significance this investigation is outlined in
determinations for effects of Table C-9. it enabled a direct
Ship Type (Variable A), Wind comparison to be drawn between
Ratio (Variable B), Wind Side ship control performance in two
(Variable C), and all possible test channel sections, Sections 2
interactions of these factors. and 8, constituting a "Rudder
These are the primary variables Effect Analyses," as well as
examined in the study and, tests of the interactive effects
therefore, this can be considered of this factor with Ship Type
the "Main Analyses". (Variable A), Wind Ratio (Vari-

able B) and Wind Side (Variable
2. The ANOVA model outlined in C).

Table C-6 enabled significance
determinations for Bank Effects
(Variable F), Wind Ratio (Vari- Perfrmice Measures
able B), Wind Side (Variable C),
and all possible interactions of Seven performance measures were
these factors. There is redun- assessed via the Analysis of Variance
dancy In this ANOVA model and in this experiment:
the "Main Analyses" for the Wind
Ratio and Wind Side factors. 1) Absolute Magnitude Off-Track

C-2
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deviation actions. For the two performance
2) "Factored" Off-Track Deviation measures not *ndlcating a significant
3) Consistency three-way Interaction udder Angle
4) Boundary Penetrations and Zero Rudder Crosins), the Inter-
5) Ship Speed pretatlon of the lower order interac-
6) Rudder Angie tions and main effects i less complex.
7) Zero Rudder Crossings For each of the seven performance

In all cases the measures were com- measures mean values are presented
2 puted across either five sections of for each of the three main effects,

the test channel (Legs 1-5) excluding Ship Type (Table C-17), Wind Ratio
the turn and transition areas, or across (Table C-I15) and Wind Side (Table
the five legs including the turn area. C-19). The main effects from the
This is duly noted in the tabular analyses of variance as well as the
presentation of the data analyses. comparisons among means are noted
Two of the seven performance as to their level of significance (e.g.,
measures, Boundary Penetrations and 0.05, 0.01), or non-significance (ns).
Zero Rudder Crossings were trans-
formed using a square root transform- Interaction effects are illustrated by
ation (xI =VrX" + vT) and a logar- presenting peformance measure means
ithmic Transformation (XI = Log X + for all possible combinations of treat-
Log X + 1), respectively, prior to ment levels. In each are the interac-
application of the Analysis of Vari- tion significance level as presented as
ance. These transformations were well as .significance values for all
chosen based on observed relationships comparisons (simple main effects)
between treatment condition means within each interaction.
and variances within these measures;
tabular presentation of both measures Absolute MaLpitude Off-Track Devia-
is, however, in non-transformed form, tion - The ANOVA performed on this

4 in the interest of clarity of inter- performance measure (Table C-10)
pretation. revealed significant main effects for

each treatment variable and a signifi-
-' cant three-way interaction among the

%"Man Analyses three treatment variables. The main
effects must therefore be interpreted

An ANOVA was performed for each of in the context of this interaction.
" the seven performance measures using Table C-20 presents the analysis of

the "Main" analyses model (Table the simple main effects in the inter-
C-5). The results of these analyses action.
are presented in Tables C-10 through
C-16. A three-way interaction The absolute magnitude off-track
between the treatment conditions, deviation was largest for the LNG
Ship Type (A), Wind Ratio (B), and carrier as compared to the tankers
Wind Side (C) is the highest order (which did not differ from one
Interaction possible in the analysis another) in all cases except the 13:1
model. The analyses revealed signi- wind ratio/port side. Differences
ficant three-way interactions for five between the three wind ratios
of the performance measures, t' ere- occurred only in three instances: for
fore, all other signii ant eff, i for the LNG carrier in both port and star-
these measures must me as Aed in board winds, and for the 30,000 DWT
the context of the theue-way inter- tanker in only the port wind. Differ-
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ences between the port and starboard tions. The 30,000 DYT tanker showed
winds were observed for the LNG some indication ad ieater inconsis-
carrier in the 10:1 wind ratio, the tency compared to the 30,000 DrT
80,000 DWT tanker for the L1 wind tanker in the conditions of 13:1 wind
ratio and the 30,000 DWT tanker for ratio and l0:i port wind ratio. Differ-
both the 10:1 and 13:1 wind ratios. ences in consistency between wind

ratio conditions is evident primarily
"FtoredO Off-Trac Deviation -The for the LNG carrier and in the port
ANOVA performed on this perform- wind for the 30,000 DWT tanker. A
ance (Table C-Il) revealed significant difference between the port and star-
main effects for each of the three board wind is indicated only for the
treatment variables, significant two- LNG carrier in the 10:1 wind ratio.
way interactions for Ship Type by
Wind Ratio (Table C-21) and Wind Bomdary Petrations - The ANOVA
Ratio by Wind Side (Table C-22). The performed on this performance mea-
presence of a significant three-way sure revealed significant main effects
interaction (Table C-23) predudes for each treatment variable and a sig-
independent discussion of the main nificant three-way interaction among
effects and the lower order two-way these variables (Table C-13).
interactions, all of which are con-
tained in the three-way interaction. The analysis of ihe three-way inter-

action (Table C-27) revealed findings
As with Absolute Magnitude Off-Track almost identical to those for the Con-
Deviation, "Factored' Off-Track sistency Measure. A greater number
Deviation was larger for the LNG of boundary penetrations occurred for
carrier than for the tankers in all the LNG carrier as compared to the
treatment conditions. The tankers did tankers in all conditions of the experi-
not differ from one another except in ment. Differences in this measure due
the 13:1 port side wind ratio. Differ- to wind ratio variations occurred pri-
ences between the three wind ratios marily in the LNG carrier and to a
were observed only for the LNG lesser extent in the 30,000 DWT
carrier and the 30,000 DWT tanker and tanker. Differences due to wind side
a wind side difference was observed variation also were limited to these
only for the LNG carrier in the 10:1 ships.
wind ratio.

Ship Speed - The ANOVA performed
Cnist - The ANOVA performed on Ship Speed revealed that each main
on the Consistency Measure (Table effect and each interaction was signi-
C-12) revealed significant main ficant (Tables C-14, C-29, C-29,
effects for the Ship Type and Wind C-30). In this case the description of
Ratio variables and significant inter- the three-way interaction subsumes all
actions for Ship Type by Wind Ratio others.
(Table C-2), Wind Ratio by Wind Side
(Table C-25), and Ship Type by Wind The analysis of the three-way inter-
Ratio by Wind Side (Table C-26). action (Table C-31) indicates that

speed was greater for the LNG carrier
Detailed analysis of the three-way than either of the tankers in all exper-
interaction (Table C-26) indicates a iment conditions. Wind ratio influ-
greater degree of inconsistency in the ences on speed occurred primarily for
LNG carrier performance than in the the LNG carrier as was also the case
tanker performance under all condi- for wind side influences. Increases in

- C-4



wind ratio caused increases in the analysis therefore, descriptim d the
LNG carrier speed. results will focus on these factors.

Rudder Angle - The ANOVA per- For each of the seven performence
formed on Rudder Angle indicated measures, mean values are Femsmd
significant main effects for the three for the Bank Effects variable In Table
treatment variables, Ship Type, Wind C-40. Bank effect Influences md
Ratio, and Wind Side; also a signifl- interactions involving the B.k
cant Ship Type by Wind Ratio inter- Effects variable were found w be nan,-
action (Table C- 13). significant in three performance ues-

sures, Absolute Maguitude Off-Track
The main effect for wind side indi- Deviation, Consistency, and Zero Rud-
cates that greater mean rudder angle der Crossings. Ship speed was fosad
was employed in the port wind than in to differ significantly with iesm
the starboard wind. The other main speed employed In the presence ad
effects must be interpreted in the bank effects (Table C-40). Significant
context of the Ship Type by Wind interactions between the Bank Effects
Ratio interaction (Table C-32). Rud- and Wind Ratio variables were found
der angle differed generally among the for "Factored" Off-Track Deviation
three ship types with greatest mean (Table C-41) and for Rudder Angle
angle used for the 80,000 DWT tanker (Table C-42). In both performance
and least for the 30,000 DWT tanker. measures, differential effects of banks
An exception to this trend is evident are evident only for the 13:1 wind
for the 8:1 wind ratio condition in ratio. A three-way interaction was
which the greatest mean rudder angle found for Boundary Penetrations pre-
was used for the LNG carrier. As sented in Table C-43.
wind ratio increased greater rudder
angle was employed but only for the
30,000 DWT and 80,000 DWT tankers. Chame Width Analyses

Zero Rudder Crossing - The ANOVA An ANOVA was performed for each of
performed on this measure indicated the seven performance measures using
that only the Wind Ratio main effect the "Channel Width" analysis model
was significant (Table C-16) with a (Table C-7). The results of these
greater number of zero rudder cross- analyses are presented in Tables C-44
ings evident for the 13:1 wind ratio as through C-50. The Channel Width
compared to the other two wind variable (D) and its interaction with
ratios. the variables of Ship Type (A), Wind

Ratio (B), and Wind Side (C) are the
primary concern of these analyses,

Bank Effects Analyses therefore, description of the results
will focus on these factors.

An ANOVA was performed for each of
the seven performance measures using Main values for each of the seven
the "Bank/No-Bank" analyses model performance measures for the Channel
(Table C-6). The results of these Width variable are presented in Table
analyses are presented in Tables C-33 C-5l. Interactions between the
through C-39. The Bank Effects vari- Channel Width variable and other vari-
able (F) and its interactions with the ables are presented in Tables C-52
Wind Ratio (B) and Wind Side (C) vari- through C-65.
ables are the primary concern of the

C-5
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-4 Rudder B ctAnalyhes Cn i~ tra

An ANOVA was performed for each of In research one Is frequently inter-
the seven performance measures using ested indrawing Inferences about pop-
the "Rudder Effect" analysis model ulation parameters when only sample
(Table C-9). The results for these statistics are available. A technique
analyses are presented in Tables C-66 useful for this purpose is the gener-
through C-72. The Rudder Effect ation of confidence intervals.
Variable (R) and its interactions with
the variables of Ship Type (A), Wind When a sample statistic is computed,
Ratio (B), and Wind Side (C) are the e.g., a sample mean (K), a confidence
primary concern of these analyses and interval can be calculated around this
are presented in Tables C-73 through mean. The confidence interval is a
C-95. prediction of the limits within which

the actual population parameter
(mean, p) is likely to fall. Further-

.Pilot E3perience Group Analyses more it is stated probabilistically, re-
flecting the degree of certainty in the

An ANOVA was performed for four of prediction, e.g., 90% or 95% certainty
the performance measures using the or confidence.
"Pilot Experience Group" analysis

* model (Table C-8). The results of Ninety percent confidence intervals
. these analyses are presented in Tables were computed for both the mean and

C-96 through C-99. The main effect standard deviation for the Absolute
4 for Pilot Experience Group and its Magnitude Off-Track Deviation and

interaction with the Wind Ratio (B) the Consistency measures (Table
and Wind Side (C) variables are pre- C-102). The procedures used are
sented in Tables C-100 and C-101. described in Snedecor and Cochran,

1967.

C-6
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TA=E C,I. EX"t*

Wi Rat. tell Ras l~d Ratis

SeOet Staibowd ftrt Subowd Nrt,, Stwhswd fr

2

LNG 336
4

5
6

7

9

SOK 10 36

11
12

13

14

15
30K .636

17

1s Is Is 18 1& 1& 108
Total

C-7



TABLEC42. RUN ORDWa AThS -IRMWDUUW4.

.4

Subject Ratio 0 Ratio II Ra
Run d -1.

Order Sterhoad Plert Spsw Iwt Stwibowd frt

1 2 5 6 3 4 1

4 1 4 5 2 3 6
7 6 3 4 1 2 5

10 5 2 3 6 1 4

13 4 1 2 3 6 3
16 3 6 1 4 3 2

-- 2 2 5 6 3 4 1

5 1 4 5 2 3 6

80K 8 6 3 41 2 5
11 5 2 3 6 1 4
14 4 1 2 5 6 3

17 3 6 1 4 5 2

3 2 5 6 3 4 1
6 1 4 5 2 3 6
9 6 3 4 1 2 5

30K
0K 12 5 2 3 6 1 4

15 4 1 2 5 6 3
1s 3 6 1 4 5 2

-.

. . .... .. .

'. .. . . .. . .C-..$ . '. *
-- - - - - - ------ ,"~-a



TAIB C-3. RIUN ORDEWlEnIU X inN hSGeA1
PO IUD IDEWm luff oCSAEK REC

1 RatIo loll Rati II Rad o

• suect Stwbo'd Port rt Sbawdo .1 rt

2 2 5 6 3 4 1
Banks 5 1 4 5 2 3 6
(From 6 3 4 1 2 5
Main 36

11 3 2 3 6 14
E 14 4 1 2 5 6 3
iment) 17 3 6 1 4 3 2

,/

19 2 5 6 3 4 1
, 20 1 4 5 2 3 6

No 21 6 3 4 1 2 5 336
Banks 22 5 2 3 6 1 4

23 4 1 2 5 6 3
24 3 6 1 4 5 2

12 12 12 12 12 12 72
Total

C-9



TAMA 04 EW JInfSMM

'.

&Il Rafti itel 3ad At me
- 1.- Part suuin sm -tr

"Narrow
* Channel"

Experience
(6 Subjects)

"Other"
*i Experience

(6 Subjects)
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4 d

A (Mp Type) 2 SSAIEfA MSAhISt
5(A) 15 SS(JEffS -

B (Wind Ratio) 2 ws/&JE MSWMSq4)

C (Wind Side) I SSC/df C MSC/MS(A)
AB 4 SSAB/d[AIB MSAB/MS(LJB
AC 2 SSACIEfAC MACImss(A)c

BC 2 SS~rdf BC MSBCIMSS(A)BC
ABC 4 SSABC/d &ABC MSABC/MSS(A)BC
S(A)B 30 SSS(A)B/dfS(A)B-

S(AC 15 SSS(A)C/dfS(A)C
*S(A)BC 30 SSS(A)IBC/d[S(A)BC

TOTAL 107

C-1I
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lADEC. AnnYmB C VAA Soto= TA=E
ANOVA MOftL wSA5K WFUCTS AMDLYU

Smace .1 Vuwianm cmmom Squu

F (Bank Effeacts) 1 SSF/EF MSp/MSS54')

3 5(F 10 SS5F9(p)f()-

B (Wind Ratio) 2 SSB/df B MSBIMSS(p)B

C (Wind Side) I SSC/dfC MSC/MSS(p)C

FB 2 SSp 8 df PB MSFBJMSS(p)B

PC I SSFC/df PC MSFCIMSS(p)C

BC 2 S&wddf BC MSBCJMSS(p)BC

FBC 2 SSFWC/d[FBC UFCMSFB

S(FB 20 SSS(p)B/dfS(F)B-

S(FC 10 SSSoF)C/df5(F)C-

S(FBC 20 SSS(F)BC/dfS(F)BC-

TOTAL 71

C-12



A (Ship Type) 2 3BA0A MAih Swe' I
B (Wind Ratio) 2 UmJB /mSl Eamo 2

C (kWinded) I SsC/Cc u5c arror )
D (Chomme Width) I UnDIAD IMF errr 4

AB 4 3AIA MSAIM Error 2
AC 2 SSAC/MAj MSjqC/MS Error 3
AD 2 SSDA SAgDIMS Error 4
BC 2 3CI4 BCs KIIMS Errr 5

BD 2 SS&IEf@ MIMS Errr

*CD I SSCDCD WSCD/M Error 7
ABC 4 SAJ B MSAS/M Error 5

S.ABC 4 SAD[B MSWUS Error 6

ACD 2 SSAC//LCj MSACD/MS Error 7

BCD 2 ssrrm/dwm MSSCIms Error a
ABCD 4 SSABCD/IABCD MSABLDIMS Error a

S(A) Error 1 15 SS5(A)9E(A)

S(A)B Error 2 30 ft~AJBdf(5J

S(AC Error 3 15 SSA)/Ed&S

S(A)D Error 4 15 SSS(A)/VS(AJI)
S(A)BC Error 5 30 SSS(A)8CI4MS(A)SC-

S(A)BD Error 6 30 SS)5/&Sj.)6-
prS(A)CD Error 7 15 SSS(A)CD/49S(A)CD

S(A)BCD Error A 30 SSABCDdS(A)BCD-

TOTAL 215

C-I13



E (Ewm C.U. ) IMY wFrC ift 7 MftA SUw *

B (Exprlnc Grdoqi 1 UwJ& MS&4JU5(E)B

C (Win 10d) SSE9'S(E -slus

B WnS Rto 2 S5 8/dfB MSWMSS(E)B

C (WnIie SSEC/dfC MSECMSSIE)C

sB 2 SS8I~BC USIMSS(E)Bj

EBC 2 SSEBC/CKEBC MSMBC/MSS(E)BC

S(E)B 20 SSS(EB/dfS(E)B-

S(E)c 10 ~Ss(E)C/CKS(E)c-

S(EBC 20 SS(B/dfS()S-

TOTAL 71

4C,1



TRIZlC4 AULVA OP A IMU W ffuMMA UOPUW O

A (Stdp Type) 2 SSA/E9A MSAIMS tw I
B (Wind Ratio) 2 SwssJ4 Mu selm rr2

C (Wind Side) I 33iSc/ MSC/M Ewm 3
R (Ruadder Eff ect) 1 SSRIUlR MSR/MS Errw 4

AB SSAB14VAB USAIMS Error 2

AC 2 SSAC/(ffAC MSAC/MS Error 3
AR 2 SSpAR/EpRt WISARlMS Error 4
BC 2 SSWJ9dfBC MSBC/MS Error 5

BR 2 SSR/EKB dSBg/MS Error 6

CR I SSCR/dICR MSCRIMS ErrorI
ABC 4 SSABC/df ABC MSABCIMS Error 3
ABR 4 SSABR/dfABR MSAIBRIMS Error 6

*-ACR 2 SSACR/dEACR MISACR/IS Error 7
BCR 2 SSBCR/dfBCR MSBCRIMS Error 3

ABCR 4 SABCR/ 1 fABCR MSABCR/MS Error 9

S(A) Error 1 13 SS(A)/d1 IS(A)
S(A)B Error 2 30 SSS(A)B/df S(A)B-
SWAC Error 3 13 SS(A)C/dfS(A)C-
S(AR Errors IS1 SSS(A)R/dIS(A)R-

S(A)BC ErrorS3 30 SSS(A)BC/dfS(A)BC-

S(A)BR Error 6 30 SSS(A)SR/dfs(A)BR

S(A)CR Error 7 13 SSS(A)CR/dfS(A)CR-
S(A)BCR Error 3 30 SSS(A)BCR/dIS(A)IBCR
TOTAL 213

C-IS



mmi

TUE C-0. "MAR ADALY5' SOUP=Z TAMiS- iAUSUN UAC TI3
OWF-TnAM DvMlpWN * -,5

of dl Viwm a hi svw F P

A (Ship Type) 2 1,239,330.00 17.32 < 0.001

.(A) 15 ,71.S7 -

B (Wind Ratio) 2 162,950.40 3.58 < 0.01

C (WInd Side) 1 1,230,S82.00 31.50 < 0.001

AB 56,89%.30 1.9% ns

AC 2 29,13.00 0.73 ns

BC 2 22,313.50 0.99 ns

ABC 4 65,242.95 2.91 < 0.03

S(A)B 30 29,096.3-

S(A)C 15 39,710.53 -

S(A)BC 30 22t,30.04 -

TOTAL 107

,C,16
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TAt "CIL 'MANANALYSMS, SmIATUE,
'9AC-1U51CW. D~SA IUO 1-5)

dm e Vriam S4mrm m F P

A (Slp Type) 2 3,107,130.00 67.40 < 0.001

S(A) 15 75,775.19 - -

B Wind Ratio) 2 1,147,783.00 46.32 < 0.001

C (Wind Side) 1 252,898.50 6.10 < 0.05

AB 4 283,053.20 11.42 < 0.001

AC 2 126,610.20 3.05 ns

BC 2 79,936.25 6,74 < 0.01

ABC 4 96,033.75 8.09 < 0.01

S(A)B 30 21, 778.73 - -

S(A)C 15 41,66. 23 - -

S(A)BC 30 11,867.79 - -

TOTAL 107

C-17
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TABLE C.." NAM ANAIEPU SMCE TABLE.

COIWleNC 41~ 1-3 RAM flED

Sow, o Vwaim a WMs Sya F P

A (Ship Type) 2 49,97.39 41.52 < 0.001

S(A) 13 1,203.99 - -

B (Wind Ratio) 2 6,007.43 14.97 < 0.001

C (Wind Side) 1 35.59 0.08 ns

AB 4 1,537.62 3.83 < 0.05

AC 2 227.58 0.52 ns

BC 2 1,020.26 .384 < 0.05

ABC 4 1,108.54 5.26 < 0.01

S(A)B 30 01.34 - -

S(A)C 15 433.06--

S(A)BC 30 210.65 - -

TOTAL 107

C

C-I



4

TABLE C-13. MAIN ANALYSES" SOURCE TALE

BOUNDARY PENETRAIONS (LEGS 1-5)

sarce of Vwiarce dMeou1 Squu'e F P

A (Ship Type) 2 61.74 498.10 < 0.001

S(A) 15 1.28 - -

B (Wind Ratio) 2 4.22 7.52 < 0.01

C (Wind Side) I 4.71 6.02 < 0.05

AB 4 0.57 1.01 ns

AC 2 0.38 0.48 ns

BC 2 1.04 2.81 ns

ABC 4 1.56 4.25 < 0.01

S(A)B 30 0.56 - -

S(A)C 15 0.78--

S(A)BC 30 0.37

TOTAL 107

C-19S . . . . . . . . . .

... . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE C-146 "MAIN ANALYSES" SOURCE TABLE,

SHIP SPEED (LEGS 1-5)

Source of Variance df Mean Squares F P

A A(Ship Type) 2 3,964.22 49.59 < 0.001

SS(A) 15 79.93

B (Wind Ratio) 2 659.57 56. 72 < 0.001

C (Wind Side) 1 70.72 10.91 < 0.01

AB 4 84.67 7.28 < 0.001

AC 2 34.84 5.37 < 0.05

BC 2 66.38 3.47 < 0.05

ABC 4 52.66 2.76 < 0.05

S(A)B 30 11.63

S(A)C 15 6.48

S(A)BC 30 19.10

TOTAL 107

C

;'. C-20



TAMLE C-15. nMAI ANALYSESP SOMM( TABl.
RUDDE ANGLE (LEGS 1-3).

Source of Variance (K MUi squares F P

A A(Ship Type) 2 20,203.78 50.01 < 0.001

S(A) 15 403.97 - -

B (Wind Ratio) 2 8,874.00 43.62 < 0.001

C (Wind Side) I 1,720. 91 20.11 < 0.001

AB 4 2,125.61 10.45 < 0.001

AC 2 258.49 3.02 nis

BC 2 21 .57 0.27 ns

ABC 4 104.15 1.28 ns

S(A)B 30 203.45--

S(AC 15 85.56-

S(A)BC 30 81.19--

TOTAL 107

C-21



TABLE C-16. "MAN ANALYSES" SOURCE TANS.,

ZERO RUDDER CROSSING (LEGS 1-5 PLUS TURN)
-

Source o1 Variance df Mean Squares F P

A (Ship Type) 2 0.47 2.01 ns

S 5(A) 15 0.23 - -

B (Wind Ratio) 2 0.11 10.03 @ 0.001

C (Wind Side) 1 0.00017 0.009 ns

AB 4 0.02 1.36 ns

AC 2 0.07 3.56 ns

BC 2 0.06 2.04 ns

ABC 4 0.03 0.96 ns

S(A)B 30 0.01

S(A)C 15 0.02

. S(A)BC 30 0.03

TOTAL 107

C-22
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TADLI C-1s. RELATIOIUEW AMONG MAAS FOR WM s (C

Pufarmuie Now Surbud Fort P Vmw

Absolute Magnitude 85.00 124.00 0.001
h. Off-Track Deviation

(Feet)

"Factored" Off -Track 63.00 32.00 0.05
Deviation (Feet)

"Consistency" (Feet) 109.04 110.19 ns

Boundary Penetrations 0.93 1.52 0.05
(Frequency)

Ship Speed (Kt) 6.70 5.90 0.01

Rudder Angle (Degrees) 16.00 13.00 0.001

Zero Rudder Crossings 13.96 14.15 ns
(Frequency)

C-25
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TAKE C-3&. %A EFECT AJMALYSE SON=E TAMAE
ADS5PUT MAGITID Off-TRAM EITO (ES1

Sawce of V.1mme dl Nm, Sqiur F P

P (Bank Effects) 1 1439219.70 2.03 ns

5(F 10 70,497.84 --

B (Wind Ratio) 2 369394.35 2.4 ns

C (Wind Side) 1 80,243.50 1.88 ns

FB 2 40,432.72 2.71 n

FC I 178,517.70 4.19 n

BC 2 8,09.66 0.37 ns

FBC 2 43,824.53 2.01 ns

S(FB 20 14,928.91--

S(FC to 42,615.89-

S(F)BC 20 21,800.20--

TOTAL 71

C-39



TABLE C-3L "BANK EFFECTS ANALysEsw SOURtCE TABLE,
"FACTORED" OFF-TRA(1K DEVIATION (LEGS 1-3)

Source of Varice 4i Mom Suae F p

F (Bank Effects) 1 124,517.70 9.37 C0. 05

S(F) 10 14,870.20 -

B (Wild Ratio) 2 233,631.70 26.48 < 0.001
C (Wind Side) 1 99706.80 0.91 ns

FB 2 45,620.03 5.17 00

FC 1 13,746.70 1.29 ns

BC 2 1,311.72 0.25 ns

FBC 2 99407.52 1.79 ns

S(F)B 20 8,823.61-

S(FC 10 10,616.77-

S(P)BC 20 5,247.43-

TOTAL 71

C-40



5 -- go yffila

S(F) 10 .19374.96- -

8 (Wind Ratio) 2 29244.50 4.7 <, .05

C (Wind Skde) 1 304.22 0.51 is

PB 2 1,-097.39 2.07 Ms

PC 1 1.)9 0.002 ns

BC 2 17.35 0.06 us

FBC 2 361.56 1.16 fig

S(F)B 20 523. 84 --

S(F)C 10 396.4#7--

S(P)BC 20 312.12.--

TOTAL 71

C-41



TABLE C,3L BANK EFFECTS ANALYSESE SOURCE TABLEp
BOUNDARY PENETRATIONS (LEGS 1-3)

Sourceof Varice df Mean Square F P

F (Bank Effects) 1 3.95 5.9 < 0.05

S(F 10 0.6

B (Wind Ratio) 2 1.02 2.91 ns

C (Wind Side) 1 0.03 0.03 ns

FB 2 0.07 0.20 ns

FC 1 0.38 0.41 Ais

BC 2 0.95 2.28 ns

FBC 2 1.86 4.48 <0. 05

S(FB 20 0.35

S(FC 10 0.92

S(F)BC 20 0.41

TOTAL 71

C-42



.77

TABLE C-37. 1AN EFFECTS ANALYSWS SOURCE TAMLE,

MW SWEED a.G 1-3)

Source of Varince dlf Mean Squre F P

F (Bank Effects) 1 63.96 3.9, < 0.0,I (F) 10 7.14 - -

B (Wind Ratio) 2 2*0.70 36. 40 < 0.001

C (Wind Side) 1 3.58 3.42 nm

FB 2 9.04 1.37 ns

FC 1 1.82 1.74 ns

BC 2 1.28 0.41 ns

FBC 2 4.87 1.58 ns

S(F)B 20 6.61 -

S(F)C 10 1.05

S(F)BC 20 3.08

TOTAL 71

C-43



,.o

TALE C-3L NBAN EFFECTS ANALYSESP SOURCE TAME,

RUDDER ANGLE (LEGS 1-5)

Source of Variance df Mean Squares F P

F (Bank Effects) 1 396.12 0. =

S(F) 10 451.66 -

B (Wind Ratio) 2 17,508.85 95.48 < 0.001

C (Wind Side) 1 188.84 3.30 ns

FB 2 911.98 4.97 < 0.05

FC 1 202.02 3.53 ns

BC 2 49.37 0.77 ns

FBC 2 142.93 2.22 ns

- S(F)B 20 183.37

SIF)C 10 57.22

: S(P)BC 20 64.42 -

* TOTAL 71

F..
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TAME C-39 'BANK EFFECT ANALYSES SCIRCE TADLE
ZE=O RUDDER CROMSIG (LEGS 1-5 MMS TIMN

-%m= of Vuiuwe df Umnu %famw FP

F (Bank Effects) 1 0.03 0.1L4 ns

S(F 10 0.21 --

B (Wind Ratio) 2 0.04 1.20 ns

C (Wind Side) 1 0.12 3.16 ns

PB 2 0.002 0.05 ns

FC 1 0.0008 0.02 ns

BC 2 0.09 3.58 s
FBC 2 0.003 0.02 A

*S(F)B 20 0.03--

S(FC 10 0.04--

S(FBC 20 0.03--

TOTAL 71

C-45



7 -- W77..7..7.

TABLE C4& RELATIONSHIP AMONG MEANS FOR BANK EFFECTS (F)

N Bank Main Effect
* Performance Measure Bank Effects Effects p Value

Absolute Magnitude Off- 80.76 98.60 ns
Track Deviation (feet)

"Factored" Off- Track 22.00 39.00 < 0. 05

Deviation (feet)

Consistency (feet) 79.81 97.19 ns

Boundary Penetration 0. 14 0.56 < 0. 05
(frequency)

Ship Speed (kt) 5.90 5.50 <0.05

Rudder Angle (degrees) 20.00 21.00 ns

Zero Rudder Crossings 12.00 10.58 ns
(frequency)

C-46
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TABLE DT CINELVMH ANLYSESSORCE TAR29

SucofVaiuice df Nmeu Squars F

A(hpType) 2 148,854.70 47.86 < 0.001

B (Wind Ratio) 2 129117.62 7.64 <(0.01

C C(Wind Side) 1 24v820.69 7.64 < 0.01

*D (Channel Width) 1 40,215.66 24.45 < 0.001

AB 4 4,327.67 2.73 < 0.05

AC 2 395.28 0.16 ns

AD 2 43,781.84 26.62 < 0.001

BC 2 87.85 0.12 ns

BD 2 11,528.55 12.60 < 0.001

CD 1 1,089.03 0.62 ns

ABC 4 2,083.80 2.95 <0.05

ABD 4 12,509.31 13.67 < 0.001

ACD 2 3,731.86 2.14 ns

BCD 2 368.18 0.50 ns

ABCD 4 329.84 0.45 ns

S (A) Error 1 15 3,110.42

*S(A)B Error 2 30 1,586.59

*SWAC Error 3 15 2,417.15

S(AD Error 4 15 1,644.66

S(A)BC Error 5 30 707.09

S()DError 6 30 915.30K ACD Error 7 15 1,744.81
S(A)BCD Error 8 30 738.27

TOTAL 215
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TAKE C-45. wCHM ML WIDTH AIMLPW U = TAU&E

Saurce o Variance Mom S m F P

A (Ship Type) 2 415,733.10 129. 37 < .001

B (Wind Ratio) 2 44,492.19 .34 < 0.01

C (Wind Side) 1 23,627.09 8.29 < 0.001

D (Channel Width) 1 53,083.97 31.03 40.001

AB 4 32,842.11 6.16 < 0.001

AC 2 12,533.11 4.40 ( 0.03

AD 2 65,924.00 23.23 < 0.001

BC 2 3,720.74 3.57 < 0.03

BD 2 26,316.84 3.26 < 0.01

CD 1 4,869.41 1.13 ,s

ABC 4 5,271.06 5.05 < 0.05

ABD 4 25,581.34 8.03 < 0.001

ACD 2 714.65 0.17 ns

BCD 2 2,004.75 0.46 ns

ABCD 4 1,137.68 0.26 ns

S(A) Error 1 15 3,215.98 - -

S(A)B Error 2 30 5,335.15 - -

S(A)C Error 3 15 2,350.89 - -

S(A)D Error 4 15 2,838.48 - -

S(A)BC Error 5 30 1,043.15 - -

S(A)BD Error 6 30 3,186.33 - -

S(A)CD Error 7 15 4,248.17 --

S(A)BCD Error 8 30 4,333.56 -

TOTAL 215
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TAME C-7. vCHAMNL iimu ANALYSMS' SOURCE TAEm

BOUNDARY PENETRUI1MM

SorCe of Varianc dt Me=n Squares F P

A (Ship Type) 2 11.70 51.96 < 0.001

B (Wind Ratio) 2 0.94 2.20 ns

C (Wind Side) 1 0.52 3.36 fm

D (Channel Width) 1 0.11 1.42 nis

AB 4 0.94 2.20 is

AC 2 0.52 3.36 ns

AD 2 0.11 1.42 ns

BC 2 0.13 2.71 ns

BD 2 0.73 9.69 < 0.001

CD 1 0.18 1.27 ns

ABC 4 0.13 2.71 ns

ABD 4 0.73 9.69 0.001

ACD 2 0.13 1.27 ns

BCD 2 0.06 1.22 ns

ABCD 4 0.07 1.22 ns

S(A) Error 1 15 0.23 - -

S(A)B Error 2 30 0.43 - -

S(A)C Error 3 15 0.15 - -

S(A)D Error 4 15 0.03 - -

S(A)BC Error 5 30 0.05 - -

S(A)BD Error 6 30 0.07 - -

S(A)CD Error 7 15 0.14 - -

S(A)BCD Error 8 30 0.05 - -

TOTAL 215
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TABLE C-L CHANN WIDTH ANALYSEP SOURCE TABLE,
s51W SPEED

So e Variance dl Monm Squm F P

A(Ship Type) 2 277.99 65.55 < 0.001

B (Wind Ratio) 2 19.52 29.79 < 0.001

C (Wind Side) 1 2.95 1.99 n

D (Channel Width) 1 223.31 119.45 < 0.001

AB 4 3.46 5.20 ( 0.01

AC 2 1.26 0.35 ns

AD 2 lag. 4 61.96 < 0.001

BC 2 4.44 2.61 ns

BD 2 6.57 3.73 < 0.01

CD 1 1.38 0.35 ns

ABC 4 2.77 1.63 ns

ABD 4 1.72 2.29 ns

ACD 2 0.86 0.05 ns

BCD 2 1.63 1.76 ns

ABCD 4 2.35 2.54 ns

S(A) Error 1 15 4.24 - -

S(A)B Error 2 30 0.67 - =

S(A)C Error 3 1 1.58 -

S(A)D Error 4 15 1.91 - =

S(A)BC Error 5 30 1.70 = =

S(A)BD Error 6 30 0.75 - =

S(A)CD Error 7 15 1.63 - -

S(A)BCD Error 8 30 0.92 = -

TOTAL 215
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TABUL C.-I, OCHA WIDTH M JLYTU SCL TANAE,

m 1 Sm d VwiLm4 Im S m P P

A (Ship Type) 2 1,154.40 32."6 < 0.001

B (Wind Ratio) 2 811.43 37.8 < 0.001

C (Wind Side) 1 118.31 6.66 < .03

D (Channel Width) 1 76. 7 3.38 ns

AB 4 406.16 19.00 < 0.001

AC 2 32.80 1.95 ns

AD 2 20.11 0.94 ns

BC 2 12.32 1.48 ns

BD 2 2.83 0.17 ns

CD 1 79.44 4.78 <0.05

ABC 4 6.08 0.73 ns

ABD 4 12.87 0.76 ns

ACD 2 38.90 2.34 ns

BCD 2 3.15 0.33 ns

ABCD 4 3.86 0.40 ns

S(A) Error 1 13 36.49 - -

S(A)B Error 2 30 21.37 - -

S(A)C Error 3 15 17.76 - -

S(A)D Error 4 15 21.46 - -

S(A)BC Error 5 30 8.31 - -

S(A)BD Error 6 30 17.01 - -

S(A)CD Error 7 15 16.63 - -

S(A)BCD Error 8 30 9.66 - -

TOTAL 215
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TABLE C.-3. CHANNEL WIDTH ANALYSEr SOURCE TABLE,
ZERO RUDDER CRtOSS14GS

Sorce of Varice df MGMiSquare F P

A (Ship Type) 2 33.30 6.85 < 0.01

B (Wind Ratio) 2 1.34 1.10 in

C (Wind Side) 1 1.57 1.73 ns

D (Channel Width) 1 0.17 0.18 ns

AB 4 0.21 0.30 ns

AC 2 6.49 7.14 < 0.01

AD 2 1.35 1.44 ns

BC 2 0.86 0.99 ns

BD 2 1.47 1.83 ns

CD 1 0.21 0.15 ns

ABC 4 0.32 0.37 ns

ABD 4 4.46 5.58 < 0.01

ACD 2 3.16 2.27 na

BCD 2 1.29 2.04 ns

ABCD 4 1.69 2.68 ns

S(A) Error 1 15 4.86 -

S(A)B Error 2 30 1.22

SA)C Error 3 15 0.91

S S(A)D Error 4 15 0.94

SS(A)BC Error 30 0.87

S(A)BD Error 6 30 0.80
d~lJ S(A)CD Error 7 15 1.39 - -

S(A)BCD Error 8 30 0.63

, TOTAL 215
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TABLE C-5. RELA7TISMIP AhMNG UEAS POt CHNEL WIDTH CD)

Maim Effecti~ ~ errmmace Measure a00 60'p Value

Absolute Magnitude Off- 94.32 67.03 0.001

Track Deviation (Feet)

"Factored" Off- Track 74.07 33.68 0.001
Deviation (Feet)

Consistency (Feet) 58. 14 36.33 0.001

Boundary Penetration 0.19 0.16
(Frequency)

Ship Speed (Kt) 5.50 7.60 0.001

Rudder Angle (Degrees) 18.60 17.41 ns

Zero Rudder Crossings 2.78 2.81 ns
(Frequency)
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TABLE C4C "RUDDER EFFECT ANALYSESN SOURCE TABLE
ABSOLUTE MAGNITUDE OFF-TRACK DEVIATION

*Surce of Vimme df Umen Squares F P

A (Ship Type) 2 273,721.20 34.28 < 0.001

B (Wind Ratio) 2 22,305.37 9.24 < 0.001

C (Wind Side) 1 120,742.80 29.38 < 0.001

R (Rudder Effect) 1 110,092.90 16.51 < 0.001

AB 4 6,835.05 2.83 ns

AC 2 8,224.25 2.00 ns

AR 2 5,621. 88 0.84 ns

BC 2 2,440.19 0.78 ns

BR 2 7,408.78 6.96 < 0.01

CR 1 24,628.50 6.65 < 0.05

ABC 4 4 , 434.16 1.42 ns

ABR 4 13,592.16 12.77 < 0.001

. ACR 2 4,039.69 1.09 ns

BCR 2 1,611.00 1.14 ns

ABCR 4 2,067.59 1.46 ns

SA) Error 1 15 8,042.64 - -

S(A)B Error 2 30 2,414.48 - -

SA)C Error 3 15 4,109.89 - -

S(A)R Error 4 15 6,666.56 -

S(AIBC Error 5 30 3,122.73 - -K S(A)BR Error 6 30 I,064.44 - .

4 S(A)CR Error 7 13 3,703.96 - -

V S(A)BCR Error 8 30 1,418.79 - -

TOTAL 215
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TABLE C7.. "RUDDER EFFECT ANALYSESO SOURCE TABLE
,FACTORED' Of-TRACK DEVIATION

Sar of Vw ice df Mdm Squmr F P

A (Ship Type) 2 367,t471.20 34.38 < 0.001

B (Wind Ratio) 2 164,382.90 54.06 < 0.001

C (Wind Side) I 20,519.41 4.88 < 0.03

R (Rudder Effect) 1 677.88 0.23 ns

AB 3 37,057.95 12.19 < 0.001

AC 2 13,405. 51 3.19 ns

AR 2 94,659. 62 32.07 < 0.001

BC 2 6,409.26 1.93 ns

BR 2 1,044.69 0.24 ns

CR 1 6,438.92 1.13 ns

ABC 4 5,583.75 1.68 ns

ABR 4 28,t771.61 6.62 < 0.001

ACR 2 1,099.31 0.19 ns

BCR 2 1,297.82 0.49 ns

ABCR 4 3,856.46 1.45 ns

S(A) Error 1 15 10,689.00 - -

S(A)B Error 2 30 3,040.87 - -

S(A)C Error 3 15 4,206.61 - -

S(A)R Error 4 15 2,951.89 - -

S(A)BC Error 5 30 3,318.50 - -

S(A)BR Error 6 30 4,345.87 - -

S(A)CR Error 7 15 5,715.52 - -

S(A)BCR Error 8 30 2,662.'75 - -

TOTAL 215
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TABL.E C-63. "RUDDER EFFECT ANALYSESw SOURCE TABLE

CONSISTENCY

Sowc of Variance dt Mlean Squares F P

A (Ship Type) 2 32,776.25 20.12 < 0.001

B (Wind Ratio) 2 22,306.80 51.76 < 0.001
C (Wind Side) 1 230.23 0.47 ns

R (Rudder Effect) 1 892.23 2. 17 ns

AB 4 2,097.98 4.87 < 0.01

AC 2 16.61 0.03 ns

AR 2 27,999.00 68.16 < 0.001

BC 2 276.23 0.57 ns

BR 2 605.69 0.72 ns

CR 1 6,475.04 10.26 < 0.01

ABC 4 759.10 1.55 ns

ABR 4 3,738.62 4.47 < 0.01

ACR 2 493.10 0.60 ns

BCR 2 9.73 0.01 ns

ABCR 4 681.30 0.87 ns

SWA)Error 1 15 1,629.00 -

S(A)B Error 2 30 430. 94 -

S(AC Error 3 15 489. 29 -

S(AR Error 4 15 410.78 -

S(ABC Error 5 30 486. 91-

S(A)BR Error 6 30 836.27-

S(A)CR Error 7 15 826.20-

S(A)BCR Error 8 30 781.69-

KTOTAL 215
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TABLE C-69. "RUDDER EFFECT ANALYSES" SOURCE TABLE
BOUNDARY PENETRATIONS

Source of Varloce dt Mem Squares F P

A (Ship Type) 2 14.37 60.50 < 0.001

B (Wind Ratio) 2 1.81 9.48 < 0.001

C (Wind Side) 1 0.67 2.98 ns

R (Rudder Effect) 1 0.67 2.19 ns

AB 4 0.73 3.82 < 0.05

AC 2 0.21 0.95 ns

AR 2 0.09 0.28 ns

BC 2 0.12 0.92 ns

BR 2 0.24 1.25 ns

CR 1 0.28 1.32 ns

ABC 4 0.45 3.48 < 0.05

ABR 4 0.97 5.15 < 0.01

ACR 2 0.03 0.14 ns

BCR 2 0.06 0.54 ns

ABCR 4 0.34 2.93 < 0.03

S(A) Error 1 15 0.24 - -

S(A)B Error 2 30 0.19 - -

S(A)C Error 3 15 0.23 -

S(A)R Error 4 15 0.31 - -

S(A)BC Error 5 30 0.13 - -

S(A)BR Error 6 30 0.19 - -

S(A)CR Error 7 15 0.21 - -

S(A)BCR Error 8 30 0.12 - -

TOTAL 215

7
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TABLE C-70. "RUDDER EFFECT ANALYSESO SOURCE TABLE

SHIP SPEED

Sotwce of Variance df Mean Squares F P

A (Ship Type) 2 100.16 17.61 < 0.001

B (Wind Ratio) 2 34.21 35.02 < 0.001

C (Wind Side) 1 3.96 6.01 < 0.05

R (Rudder Effect) 1 242.56 101.57 < 0.001

AB 4 0.92 0.94 ns

AC 2 3.18 4.83 < 0.05

AR 2 19.16 8.02 < 0.01

BC 2 4.10 3.85 < 0.05

BR 2 15.37 18.09 < 0.001

CR 1 2.09 3.28 ns

ABC 4 3.33 3.13 < 0.05

ABR 4 0.29 0.34 ns

ACR 2 0.75 1.17 ns

BCR 2 1.38 2.69 ns

ABCR 4 2.28 4.44 < 0.01

S(A) Error 1 15 5.69 - -

S(A)B Error 2 30 0.98

S(A)C Error 3 15 0.66

S(A)R Error 4 15 2.39 -

S(A)BC Error 5 30 1.07 -

S(A)BR Error 6 30 0.85

S(A)CR Error 7 15 0.64 -

S(A)BCR Error 8 30 0. 51 -

TOTAL 215
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TABLE C-71. NRUDDER EFFECT ANALYSES0 SOURCE TABLE
RUDDER ANGLE

Source of Variace df Mm Squares F P

A (Ship Type) 2 1,770.49 30.39 < 0.001

B (Wind Ratio) 2 556.59 42.63 < 0.001

C (Wind Side) 1 124.74 21.53 < 0.001

R (Rudder Effect) 1 1,287.50 35.05 < 0.001

AB 4 178.66 13.68 < 0.001

AC 2 38.44 6.64 < 0.05

AR 2 32.91 0.90 ns

BC 2 5.61 0.61 ns

BR 2 43.14 4.09 < 0.05

CR 1 84.73 9.83 < 0.01

ABC 4 3.83 0.41 ns

ABR 4 89.85 8.52 < 0.001

ACR 2 29.99 3.48 ns

BCR 2 2.32 0.29 ns

ABCR 4 4.31 0.54 ns

S(A) Error 1 15 58.25 - -

S(A)B Error 2 30 13.06 -

S(A)C Error 3 15 5.79 -

S(A)R Error 4 15 36. 73 -

S(A)BC Error 5 30 9.26 -

S(A)BR Error 6 30 10. 54 -

S(A)CR Error 7 15 8.62 -

S(A)BCR Error 8 30 7.95 -

TOTAL 215
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TABLE C-72. "RUDDER EFFECT ANALYSES" SOURCE TABLE

ZERO RUDDER CROSSIGS

Source of Variance df Mean Squares F P

" A (Ship Type) 2 17.55 3.35 ns

SB (Wind Ratio) 2 7.10 4.59 < 0.05

C (Wind Side) 1 0.46 0.29 ns

R (Rudder Effect) 1 0.39 0. 19 ns

AB 4 1.46 0.94 ns

AC 2 2.82 1.74 ns

AR 2 4.18 2.04 ns

BC 2 0.37 0.31 ns

BR 2 3.27 3.14 ns

CR 1 2.18 1.96 ns

A C 4 0.33 0.28 ns

ABR 4 2.62 2.72 < 0.05

ACR 2 0.85 0.77 ns

BCR 2 4.36 3.55 < 0.05

ABCR 4 1.15 0.93 ns

S(A) Error 1 15 5.24 -

S(A)B Error 2 30 1.54

S(A)C Error 3 15 1.62

SS(A)R Error 4 15 2.05

S(A)BC Error 5 30 1.18

S(A)BR Error 6 30 1.04

S(A)CR Error 7 15 1.11

S(A)BCR Error 8 30 1. 23

TOTAL 215

"4
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TABLE C-73. RELATKMNHIP AMOIK MEANS FOM RUDDER EFFET

(LEG 1, LEG 4) BY PERORME MENS%=

PefomaceMeasur Leg I Leg 4 p Vaham

Absolute Magnitude Off - 94.32 139.47 < 0.001
Track Deviation (Feet)

2"Factored" Off- Track 74.07 77.62 ns
Deviation (Feet)

Consistency (Feet) 58. 14 54.07 ns

Boundary Penetration 1.26 1.37 ns,
(Frequency)

Ship Speed (KOt 5.50 7.62 < 0.001

Rudder Angle (Degrees) 18.60 13.72 < 0.001

Zero Rudder Crossings 2.38 2.47 ns

.-7 (Frequency)
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TABLE - aC6 PLOT EPEGRRC UP ANALYSP SOURCE TABL

ABSOLUTE MAGNITUDE OF-TRACK DEVIATION

Source of Varlance df Mean Squares F P

E (Experience Group) 1 132,068.60 0.60 ns

S(E) 10 252,933.00 -

B (Wind Ratio) 2 37,402.31 1.01 ns

C (Wind Side) 1 321,362.30 10.35 0.01

EB 2 19,923.97 0.34 ns

EC 1 69,325.19 2.23 ns

BC 2 976.44 0.06 ns

EBC 2 73,846.06 4.98 0.03

S(E)B 20 37,212.75 -

SIE)C 10 31,039.68

S(E)BC 20 13,220.70

TOTAL 71
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TANA C-,. O W AN A&

JI3

Source of Varimce df .iwqSws F P
E (Experience Group) 1 2,222, 22 0.2.

S(E) 10 8,751.13 - -

B (Wind Ratio) 2 2,736.22 4.19 0.0.

C (Wind Side) 1 968.00 2.03 ns

EB 2 1,683.39 2.59 ns

EC 1 1,352.00 2.83 ns

BC 2 173.17 0.57 ns

EBC 2 21.50 0.07 ns

SIE)B 20 652.9, - -

S(E)C 10 476.91

S(E)BC 20 294.7 - -

TOTAL 71

C-103
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F.(ExpsriGrOtp) I J

S(E) 10 3637-

B (Wind Ratio) 2 2.04 0.62

C (Wind Side) 1 0.22 0.07

EB 2 6.79 2.07 ns

EC 1 2.00 0.5

BC 2 3.18 1.61 ns

EBC 2 0.04 0.02 ns

S(E)B 20 3.28

S(E)c 10 3.38

S(E)BC 20 1.*98

TOTAL 71

C-10
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B (Wku Raflo)

C (Winid Side) fi5t5 u

ES 2 .

EC 1 n.02 2.6 I

BC 2 21.22 3.50 0.05

EBC 2 1.50 0.25 3

4Sc!)B 20 12.65 -

S(EC 10 11.33 9

S(E)BC 20 6.06--

TOTAL 71

C-10
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Thack Ds'viftlon (Pest)

Cimlseny Fet)110.00 9LS9

BonayPeetrathon 3.17 2.00 no

ShlpSpeed (Kt) 7.05 I. 30 v

C-10
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Orr-TRACK. .7~ M-M I' .-- >.. I

d n

13: 17.4m mUi 17-30 16.9 - 0 14

.1

2:1103.25 < o 12.21 111.9 < o  135.7
W 10:1 3.30 < o . 73.20 19.67 < o 40.54

7133.77 i co .j 152.13 137. . < 1o 3 18.70
3.87 < Po _ 72.32 22.25 < o  9 6.21

13:1

1121.24 < ao 4 2.05 12.99 < oo  25.90

:7.66 < 1o0 95.26 66.52 < 11o 9 51.32
3.29.27 < a o 60.69 10.65 < ao < 22.14

-065.14 < u 103.62 65.62 < o <  9.93

" 0K 10:1

27.75 < oo < 57.3 1.69 < o< 35.77

65.97 < o .5 94.59 71.17 < o _< 93.3313:1 20.64 C a0  < 42.51 15.95 < ao <( 33.14

13s

5i :1 49.90 _hlo _. 96.06 79.94 _C ho _( 95.90

33.25 < co 69.02 11.50 < Oo 23.5

: 51.76 < 1 < 105.30 85.07 < 11o < 105.93
10:1 4.13 C Co  5 5.30 17.20 C Co 35.66

". 55.63 < hto < 145.01 95.10 C ho C 120.90
" ~13:1 ..

" 44.95 c c o 93.25 15.60 < o 35.58

c-ios
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Welcome ahtod tIM 5s CAlotY. W*

CAOR? P rhpe l be a
stimulating, and nft,.g

The purpose of this maucitIs to 14*0i
provide you with an GWBeIatOMMW--11 to
what CMOR Is, Inluat 11 SCA- o ""A16".gaJu

tives and CAbMPtos (Con- 10mbbied urw&-ue Aided Operations laach abtrteco ,prg-
Facility) Is the most sophisticated and onP101t OPOrat wasa C10u,-
versatile ship maneuvering siuliator trol, and RPMInctr
In the world today. It was developed
by the U.S. Maritime Admnistration o, Bow and stern tuwftr contrits,
and is managed by the National Marl- thrusteri output knicat"r and
time Research Center. status ligts.

A realstic shipboard environment Is o Speed log and ship' dockc.
achieved in the CAORF himulator by
means ad a full-scale wheelhous with 0 Rate of turn Inicator.
a complement of actual bridoe hard-

*ware that can be found on most large o Communications equipment In-
contemporary merchant vesse41l The lding, smidowered tale-
wheelhouse Is 20 feet wide with a phone, shipt Intercomn system,
depth of 14 feet. The flexible dessgn Ml~-1d..and HP raio, VHF
of the bridge provides the capablity rajo an dop wiste.
to vary the equipment suite and physi-
cal arrangement, as desired. o Wind speed and drecion indica-

tor.
'I The existing wheelhouse Instrumienta-

tion consists oft o Loran radio navigation equip-
ment.

" Two relative motion/true motion
radar sets with the simulator One ad the unique and more extra-
capability of generating and is- ordnary features ad the CAORP simu-
playing up to 40 moving target later Is the computer-generated visual
ships, and features normally Imagery projected using television
founid In the open sea, harbors, techniques which imulates the -scenei
and docing areas, such as navi- of the outside world as see tirugh
gational aids and shoreline, the w hlous windows. Around the

*~ b Idg s a 60-foot diameter cylin-
o A computer-aided collision drc projection screen onto which

avoidance system. th xenl stion Is iplayed



SCvei * 10*Aft 5

mints js *qqw . lbw
scw- Is- n"s hid WCm

same 0p ha CON&n h ms

Am fdo ial te dtim alf Wm
frm comi re* SdWb *mte dr lrieme mWN

ti. soyu Olwu~e Odor f fnt hav
orati he MM 4inmb de 4" go etkp
fro md -o *mp eid tim or Im n~ e. Pew am
the bjact dpecs to Now q a an ~aar u
scfieW d -- 1r. a spe nmrn OW uS b and

* taove ft taebihajr *A *.mse daM mu elk and
*tie doam ase mfee imadefm W Pay Thaye 49 Andcdl

the world; md the doesat fj, p d mdU
bome ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I tom simps cad Iinha do~l"aldhsmt

do-v 0~ -- i ,4re

wy ms idl
CAOP smultoris kvcW wd md adnvp wm tsl gd 

theaho ye lmnsiS e the Maritime Pr oiedlimftIisityor,

piedmtcetlol, wicha cooperatbon OWd pa'ipts Inth
mr* qhesmlnd CAORP .uperint tha we

hope to euiatine ac omplafn these

0-2
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) Generajslt o relwd- AASsec A t A ad

the Test Cpra itw mm'

3) ide .am itdy 0- h ft ft

form, tpo D-1. CAM asvch stll

2) General familiarizatio n t e d Smsect sd4hn be afiId o
Ing CAORF inmd cwmta a SerNWe r t at
mint by CAO RF Research7)k h the stup. itert *A ct

that ar interest lays in d oe-
3) Bridge famniliarization by Crn- mining what soe. s ad Worms.

trol Station staff. tion he Is ung and what criteria
mre wed In leading to a prtlc-

)) Maneuvering Training by mate. larconm d For this Des
he is to comtment on these fa-_

5) Aie subject on the chianel tars after each commdA O
oaing harbor Information sheet

mand chart by CAORF Research 7) Check that the proper vese
staff. characteristics booldet Is on

bridge by mate.
Explain udimited visibility con-
ditions and emphasize the five- 8) Base ine run (Run 1) - mate on
knot speed requirements for the bridge.

9) Completion of i nitial Desired
Advise subject that he Is to Issue Track Shet by CAORF
only rudder co mands to the Research staff. NOTE: Ca m-
helm, no course commands, no ments rega ding DTS should be
steady command. tape recorded - tape number

prio to rimon apartcand counter reading Inserted on
Prio to ru an parictlar estSubject Experience Rim

ship the channel depth and teSheet.
height of the banks as well as
the shoat area shoesd be ex- Obtain optimal/intended track-
plained to the subject, line from the subject using

30,00 YT aner nd NGcal apam and tape record
309M DWT anke andLNGverbal comments. This should be

Carrier done prior to the second experi-
Depth 4Y Banks 36' ment run as well as subsequent

rins (f or changes). A concerted
80,000 DYT tanker effort should be made to encour-

Depth 50W Banks W' age the subject to provide inf or-
mation here.

D-3- ' **
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. ft

andint Ii R&t I odestNt
1) Fna ebfing ol stitiec. C Uspe 1it1e

Remrksd ol bea tape odet rr
aecii o atw h 0~ tapbe

12 Ri 3)imatl after DTSstic

13) TCont rolue Stti() opraor fon tonrdtiouns.

shmuld b ahwarde oftahe reodwinga1m tru

Vhet. ;e



1. Subject 18 #

2. Date _________

* 3. Experiment Subject f* * 80,000 1w t"&e

LNG 125,000 m3 carrier

4. Type of Experience _________________

5. Years of Experience _____

6. Prior CAORF Experience ______yes ______NO
If Yes:_______________________

7. Check off for initial optimal path ___________

Tape # Counter_________

S. Run # Condition Additional Changes to DTS
1 1
2 _____

9. Final Debriefing ____Tape # Counter ____

?Puin 0-1 AMP Cwtri Zpuft TOM MIbMe feWIMo MM AmDs

D-5



SUBJECT 1.0. f WTIE

RUNG HEUISMU

PLAYBACK TAPE f ME

BRIDGE T1INE ENGINE ORDERS RUDDER ORDERS
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